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2019
ACCESSORIES
A Moto Guzzi accessory is original only when it is conceived of, designed and 
engineered by the same hand that gives these bikes their unique, recognisable DNA. 
A Moto Guzzi accessory is original only when it guarantees that these bikes will 
continue to be protected, cared for and provided with assistance. A Moto Guzzi 
accessory is original only when it makes your bike so personal that you too feel part 
of the legend. If indeed this is true, calling it an accessory is an understatement.
Your Moto Guzzi Original will make your passion visible. 
And your bike will get the respect it deserves.



Moto Guzzi stands for pride in a glorious tradition, cutting-edge research 
and Italian style. All this is anchored at Mandello del Lario in 1921, where it all began. 
It has been in continuous motion ever since. This is a history rooted in riders 
and bikes, legendary victories, talent and passion.

THE ORIGINS 
OF THE
LEGEND



START FAST
Legends aren’t born, they grow up instantly.
History is not something you wait for.
Like the future, you build it. You set your path, right from the start.
The Moto Guzzi company was established in 1921.
And the icon was created when its story began.

MODELLO “NORMALE”
“NORMALE” MODEL

1921



Life is tough for the predestined. Because competitions drive evolution only if you 
win them. Because victories build self-esteem only if you are first over the finishing 
line. Because the runner-up is the first to be forgotten.

FIGHT FOR
LEGEND



MODEL 

LODOLA GT
ANNO/YEAR 

1956

MODEL 

NUOVO FALCONE MILITARE
YEAR 

1968

MODEL 

V7 SPECIAL
YEAR 

1969

MODEL 

AIRONE
YEAR 

1946

MODEL 

OTTO CILINDRI GARA
YEAR 

1957

MODEL 

STORNELLO 125 SPORT
YEAR 

1960

MODEL 

V7 SPORT
YEAR 

1971

MODEL 

FALCONE SPORT
YEAR 

1950

MODEL 

ZIGOLO 110 CC
YEAR 

1960

MODEL 

V7 AMBASSADOR
YEAR 

1969

MODEL 

V850 GT
YEAR 

1972 - 1974

MODEL 

GALLETTO
YEAR 

1950 - 1966

POWER TO 
CHANGE

MODEL 

NORMALE
YEAR 

1921

MODEL 

DONDOLINO 500 CC
YEAR 

1945

MODEL 

SUPERALCE
YEAR 

1945

MODEL 

BICILINDRICA 500 CC
YEAR 

1935

MODEL 

MOTOLEGGERA 65
YEAR 

1946

MODEL 

GTV
YEAR 

1945

MODEL 

C4V
YEAR 

1924

Movement is what generates excellence.
A capacity for change is what drives superiority.
Evolution is what changes standards.



Leave your mark and never look back. 
Because the best finishing line still lies ahead. 
Because the most significant recognition is yet to come.

EXPRESS
YOUR SOUL



PROUD
TO SHARE
The group is the secret of success. Strong communities are 
built on ties of friendship. Wear the same uniform. See the 
world through the same lens. Experience the same thrill. 
Three steps to live the same passion. Guzzi bikers know how: 
as part of a proud owners where they can share experiences, 
tell stories, be part of a larger universe.
proudowners.motoguzzi.com



BORN TO
CUSTOMISE
A Moto Guzzi accessory is original only if it is conceived, 
designed and engineered by the same people who gave these 
motorbikes their unique DNA.  A Moto Guzzi accessory is original 
only if it ensures that these bikes will continue to be protected, 
safeguarded, assisted. 
A Moto Guzzi accessory is original only if it makes your motorbike 
so personal you feel you’re part of the legend too. But in that case, 
calling it an accessory hardly describes its role. Thanks to your 
“Moto Guzzi Original”, people will recognise your passion. 
And respect your motorbike.



NIGHT
THRILL



2120 V7 III NIGHT PACK

These adjustable billet aluminium levers dress up the 
V7 handlebar area and increase the safety level.

BRAKE LEVER

2S0005692S000570

CLUTCH LEVER

These adjustable billet aluminium levers dress up the 
V7 handlebar area and increase the safety level.

These fork top cap covers are made of billet 
aluminium anddress up the V7 fork top plate.

FORK TOP CAP COVERS

2S000928 Anodizzato Nero/Black Anodising

2B003377 Anodizzato Naturale/Natural Anodising

In Billet aluminium CNC with anodized finishing, 
gives your vehicle an unmistakable sporty and rich 
aspect

ANODIZED HANDLEBAR MIRRORS 

2S000911

ECE approved, in black painted aluminium, with len-
ticular ball joints and stainless steel screws. They are 
fixed to the handlebar, leaving the reflective part in 
the same position as the factory mirrors.

HANDLEBAR MIRRORS

2S000610 Black Anodising 
2S000261 Natural Anodising

These mirror holes blockoff plates are made of billet 
aluminium to dress up the handlebar area. These co-
vers are the for those owners who have switched out 
to the bar end mirrors.

MIRROR HOLDER HOLE COVERS

2S000926 Black Anodising

2S000807 Anodizzato Naturale/Natural Anodising

TANK CUP COVER

Aesthetic tank cup cover in CNC aluminium for a 
total black look.

606800M

FRONT BRAKE PUMP COVER

This premium reservoir cover is made of billet aluminium 
and dresses up the handlebar controls and can be easily 
mounted without opening the reservoir.

2S000927 Black Anodising 
2S000817 Natural Anodising



23V7 III NIGHT PACK

TANK PROTECTION

Adhesive soft rubber knee pads to be applied on the 
tank sides, with rhombus design and enriched with 
the Moto Guzzi logo.

897021

The Iconic V7 tank, unique in his style, is a 
characteristic of the shape of the Mandello del 
Lario “baby”, and in this chrome version became an 
exclusive and rich element, able to transform each 
V7III in a real jewel.

CHROMED TANK

606818M

HANDLEBAR COVER

Aesthetic handlebar cover in CNC aluminium for a 
total black look.

606795M

RED BREMBO BRAKE CALIPER

606796M

Red Brembo brake caliper, it offer a sport look 
to the vahicle.



24

RED PAINTED CYLINDER 
HEADS COVERS

606804M

CYLINDERS PROTECTION

These cylinder head protection kits are made of billet 
aluminium, protect the cylinder heads and adds an 
elegant and exclusive touch to the vehicle shape.

Elegant painted cylinder heads covers, with special 
processes performed in milling, they represent a 
special element of customization to the vehicle.

2S000930 Anodizzato Nero/Black Anodising

2B003379 Anodizzato Naturale/Natural Anodising

VOLTARE REGULATOR AND HORN 
COVER

This voltage regulator and horn cover is made of 
billet aluminium with satin treatment and gives a 
rich and elegant finishing highlighting the slim and 
sinuous shape of your motorcycle.

2S000808 2B003381

EXHAUST TUBES RING BOLT 
COVERS

Exhaust flange accent cover made of laser cut steel, 
addssome extra elegance and originality to the 
exhaust flange of your vehicle.



2726 V7 III NIGHT PACK

Footpegs for your V7 designed specifically for 
offroad use. They will help you not to lose solid 
footing even in off road conditions.

OFF ROAD FOOTPEG 

2S000258

RUBBER FOOTHOLDER

This kit improve the riding comfort and the control of 
the body of the vehicle

2S000167

ENGINE GUARD

Designed by the Moto Guzzi Style Dept. it offers a 
protection for the engine or for the rider’s legs. The 
specific soft curve shape adds style to functionality.

2S000914 Verniciato Nero/Black painted

2S001006 Cromato/Chromed

ANODIZED INJECTION COVER

In anodized aluminium, enrich the central part of 
your V7 III.

2S001211 Anodizzato Nero/Black Anodising

2S000901 Anodizzato Naturale/Natural Anodising

Carbon aluminium side panels that is lighter than the 
standard one and  give to the central body of the 
vehicle a precious look with premium materials and 
finishing.

2B004627 Sinistro/Left

2B004628 Desto/Right

CARBON SIDE PLATES ALUMINIUM SIDE PLATES

Completely lighted, black painted aluminium side 
panels to complete the dark look from the first to the 
last centimeter.

2S000895 - Nero/Black
2S000890 - Satinati/Satin

CROSSBEAM FOR HANDLEBAR 

Crossbeam for black painted aluminium handlebar 
to transform the factory handlebar of your V7 into a 
true offroad handlebar.

605985M

REAR FOOTPEGS HOLE COVERS

Small aluminium alloy parts to cover the holes once 
removed the passenger footrests.

2S001217



29V7 III NIGHT PACK

DOUBLE SEAT SPORT SADDLE

606797M

Double seat  sport saddle with electro-welded and 
stitched padding. The red stiches and the double 
material with alcantara insert offer to the vehicle a 
sport unique mood. Moto Guzzi Logo embroidered.

Smaller saddle for your V7 than the one that is 
factory mounted on the bike. Perfect for riding in a 
more aerodynamic position as well as for allowing 
you to ride two-up when necessary. Moto Guzzi Logo 
embroidered

ONE AND A HALF SEAT SADDLE

2S000265

In premium leather, with Moto Guzzi Logo, gives 
the tank an exclusive and elegant look, highlighting 
the Moto Guzzi Heritage. Needs mounting hook 
2S000992.

TANK BELT

606487M
2S000992 Gancio serbatoio/Belt holder

Single-seat sport saddle with electro-welded and 
stitched padding. Moto Guzzi Logo embroidered.

PREMIUM SINGLE-SEAT SADDLE

2S000260



3130 V7 III NIGHT PACK

Solo saddle in technical material, with a sporty but 
comfortable seat. Inspired by racing, it’s made with a 
particular attention to materials that recall the world 
of aeronautics.

AVIO SADDLE 

2S001218

Rear leather saddle with an exclusive design by Moto 
Guzzi. 100% made in Italy, it offers a better comfort 
compared to the standard one. Diamond stiches on 
the passenger part make this item unique. Supplied 
with protective rain cover to  use when the vehicle is 
stationary.

LEATHER SADDLE

2S001221

Single-seater sports seat, based on the classic V7 
Café line of the with rhombus stitching, ensures 
comfort and reduces rider slipping.

SPORT SINGLE-SEAT SADDLE

607029M 

COMFORT GEL SADDLE

Two seat saddle with gel inserts in the driver and 
passenger area. Besides comfort, it offers better con-
tact with ground due to the different design of the 
foamed structure. Punched “Comfort Gel” logo.

B063597

BROWN PREMIUM SADDLE

This saddle gives V7 a unique and exclusive status 
thanks to precious finishing and superior materials.

2S000922

BROWN PREMIUM SADDLE

Materials, design and finishing of this saddle are 
giving V7 an unmisticable Lady style.

2S000921

Padded saddle for your V7. Increase confort and 
reduce driver and rider slipping. Central insert in 
punctured skai fabric. Moto Guzzi Logo.

Padded saddle for your V7. Increase confort and 
reduce driver and rider slipping. Moto Guzzi Logo”

606811M 606806M

CLASSIC PADDED SADDLE PADDED SADDLE



2 in 1 exhaust system with silencer made in modern 
(E4)technology but with a classic look. Support 
2S000898 needed. In case of mounting the rear 
rack 2S000256 with aluminum mudguard the 
support 2S000899 is needed.

2 IN 1 ARROW HIGH EXHAUST

2S000897



3534 V7 III NIGHT PACK

BLACK REAR RACK

This black rear rack improve the elegant shape of V7 
and is needed to support the rear top box.

2S000888

This semi-rigid rear bag mounts easily to the rear 
rack and is made of a perfect balance of leather and 
technical textile panels.

REAR SEMI RIGID BAG

2B003372

BRAKE LEVER PAD

Extra wide brake lever peg made of billet aluminium, 
increase safety when using the rear brake lever and 
at the same time enhances design and richness of 
the Vehicle

2S000932 Black Anodising

2S000812 Natural Anodising

PASSENGER FOOTPEGS COVER

Billet footpeg covers made of billet aluminium, with 
a nicer,  more elegant look and a more stable and 
safe contact with the V7 during riding, thanks to its 
grippy knurled surface.

2S000809

FOOTPEGS COVER

Billet footpeg covers made of billet aluminium, with 
a nicer, more elegant look and a more stable and 
safe contact with the V7 during riding, thanks to its 
grippy knurled surface

2S000933 Black Anodising

2B003376 Natural Anodising 

REAR BRAKE COVER

This premium reservoir cover is made of billet alumi-
nium and dresses up the pedal controls and can be 
easily mounted without opening the reservoir.

2S000931 Black Anodising

2S000818 Natural Anodising

Rear Brake Protection Kit made of billet aluminium 
with black finishing, embraces and protects the rear 
brake pump of your V9 with elegance and style.

REAR BRAKE PROTECTION KIT

2B003378

LOWER COMFORT GEL SADDLE

Two-seated, combines the comfort given by the gel 
with the revised and lowered profile, to allow the 
driver to have a better and safer contact with the 
ground. Punched “Comfort Gel” logo.

B063598



3736 V7 III NIGHT PACK

OHLINS RACER SHOCK ABSORBERS

These shock absorbers give your V7 an unmistakable 
Racing look and a roadholding comparable to 
professional Sport motorbikes.

606669M

Enhance the racing spirit and cafe racer style of 
your V7 with these Moto Guzzi red shock absorber 
springs.

RED SHOCK ABSORBER SPRINGS

2S000906

These billet aluminum rear shock absorber covers 
dress up the rear part of V7. Not compatible with the 
sidebag mounting racks or luggage rack.

REAR SHOCK ABSORBER COVERS

2S000811

Center stand in treated and powder painted steel, 
made to withstand all weather conditions. Designed 
and manufactured to the most rigorous safety and 
resistance standards. Kit comes complete with 
all mountings and fasteners as well as fitting in-
structions.

2S000913

CENTRAL STAND

MGMP is the new device that allows you to connect 
your smartphone to the motorcycle, turning it to 
a real multimedia platform. Needs installation kit 
2S000912.

Tailor-made motorcycle cover for inside use to 
protect against dust, intended for use during long 
periods of storing the bike in a garage. It is made of 
stretch fabric with special graphics.

USB socket with bracket for installation under the 
saddle, to recharge the electronic media, does not 
allow dialogue with the electronic devices of the 
vehicle.

V7 BIKE COVER

USB SOCKET

This electronic antitheft system protect your vehicle. 
The electronic box is very small and packed with 
advanced technology, and allow an easy and invisible 
installation. This system has a battery backup and 
a very low power drain. Includes a remote control. 
need mounting kit.

ANTITHEFT SYSTEM

606522M
2S000912 installation kit

606423M
2S000978 installation kit

895729

2S000983

MOTO GUZZI MULTIMEDIA
PLATFORM



38

These offroad tyres have a very agressive look but 
are not compromizing the light and easy drive style 
of V7III. Homologated.

606809M Front
606810M Rear

OFFROAD TYRESOFFROAD TYRES

Approved offroad tyres for V7. The knobby tread 
provides excellent grip on any route. Or path.

606018M Front + Rear

“SHAPE” BIKE COVER

Tailor-made motorcycle cover for inside use to 
protect against dust, intended for use during long 
periods of storing the bike in a garage. It is made of 
stretch fabric with special graphics.

606028M0002

Tailor-made motorcycle cover for inside use to 
protect against dust, intended for use during long 
periods of storing the bike in a garage. It is made of 
stretch fabric with special graphics.

“EAGLE” BIKE COVER

606028M0001



TRULY V7.
JUST

BETTER



4342 V7 III STONE

BLACK HEADLAMP FRAME

The Dark Soul of V7 reach the top with this aesthetic 
detail that complete the strong and determined style 
of the front of Your motorcycle.

Front numberplates Black painted. To complete the 
Strong and powerfull look of your V7.

BLACK PAINTED 
ALUMINIUM TOP FAIRING

Front numberplates satin aluminum. 
To complete the Strong and powerfull look of your V7.

SATIN ALUMINIUM
TOP FAIRING

ECE approved, in black painted aluminum, with len-
ticular ball joints and stainless steel screws. They are 
fixed to the handlebar, leaving the reflective part in 
the same position as the factory mirrors.

HANDLEBAR MIRRORS

In Billet aluminum CNC with anodized finishing, gives 
your vehicle an unmistakable sporty and rich aspect

ANODIZED HANDLEBAR MIRRORS 

These mirror holes blockoff plates are made of billet 
aluminum to dress up the handlebar area. These covers 
are the for those owners who have switched out to the 
bar end mirrors.

MIRROR HOLDER HOLE COVERS

WINDCREEN WITH FASTENING KIT

A must have to face turing rides in full comfort. 
Designed specifically for V7 III, is easy to mount.

2S000825

CHROMED HEADLAMP FRAME 

Aesthetic Cover. Laser cutting and folding to be 
integrated with the head lamp. Moto Guzzi logo.

2S000911

2S000946

2S000894 - SATIN2S000896 - BLACK

2S000610 Black Anodising 
2S000261 Natural Anodising

2S001003 Black stem

2S000909 Chromed stem

2S000926 Black Anodising

2S000807 Natural Anodising





4746 V7 III STONE

TANK CUP COVER HANDLEBAR COVER

These adjustable billet aluminum levers dress up the 
V7 handlebar area and increase the safety level.

Aesthetic handlebar cover in CNC aluminum for a total 
black look.

BRAKE LEVER

FRONT BRAKE PUMP COVER

This premium reservoir cover is made of billet aluminum 
and dresses up the handlebar controls and can be easily 
mounted without opening the reservoir.

Aesthetic tank cup cover in CNC aluminum for a total 
black look.

606800M

2S000569

606795M2S000927 Black Anodising 
2S000817 Natural Anodising

SEMI-HANDLEBARS

SPORT HANDLEBAR

These fork top cap covers are made of billet 
aluminum anddress up the V7 fork top plate.

FORK TOP CAP COVERSCLUTCH LEVER

These adjustable billet aluminum levers dress up the 
V7 handlebar area and increase the safety level.

Kit of semi-handlebars to change the setting of 
your V7 into something even more sporty.

Aggressive look handlebar for a sporty driving 
setting. Made of black finishing alluminium.

2S000570

2S001308

2S001214 2S000928 Black Anodising

2B003377 Natural Anodising



4948 V7 III STONE

TANK PROTECTION

Adhesive soft rubber knee pads to be applied on the 
tank sides, with rhombus design and enriched with 
the Moto Guzzi logo.

897021

The Iconic V7 tank, unique in his style, is a 
characteristic of the shape of the Mandello del 
Lario “baby”, and in this chrome version became an 
exclusive and rich element, able to transform each 
V7III in a real jewel.

CHROMED TANK

CARBON MUDGUARDS

606818M

606802M Front 
606803M Rear

Lightweight aluminum mudguards, painted the same 
black as the V7 to complete the total black look from 
the first to the last centimeter.

Mudguards in carbon fiber material, lighter than the 
standard one. The modernity of the carbon perfectly 
fits with the classic look of the vehicle enanching the 
young and dynamic V7 III mood.

ALUMINIUM MUDGUARDS

2S000180 - BLACK
2S000147 - POLISHED

LONG SATIN ALUMINIUM 
MUDGUARDS

Natural aluminum long mudguards, satin finished by 
hand and lighter than the conventional ones.

2S000152

RED BREMBO BRAKE CALIPER

Red Brembo brake caliper, it offer a sport look 
to the vahicle.

606796M

Rubber boot to protect the fork stanchions on 
your V7 from dust, road residue and anything else 
you may encounter on your adventures. The code 
corresponds to one dust boot: two pieces must be 
ordered.

RUBBER FORK STANCHION 
DUST BOOTS

606688M

In combination with aluminum mudguard, the licence 
plate holder change completely the look of the 
vehicle, in full safety as 100% street legal.

HOMOLOGATED LICENCE 
PLATE HOLDER

2S001010
2S001011 - USA



5150 V7 III STONE

ALUMINIUM SIDE PLATES

Completely lighted, black painted aluminum side 
panels to complete the dark look from the first to the 
last centimeter.

2S000895 - Black
2S000890 - Satin

RED PAINTED CYLINDER 
HEADS COVERS

606804M

VOLTARE REGULATOR AND HORN 
COVER

CYLINDERS PROTECTION

This voltage regulator and horn cover is made of 
billet aluminum with satin treatment and gives a 
rich and elegant finishing highlighting the slim and 
sinuous shape of your motorcycle.

These cylinder head protection kits are made of billet 
aluminum, protect the cylinder heads and adds an 
elegant and exclusive touch to the vehicle shape.

Elegant painted cylinder heads covers, with special 
processes performed in milling, they represent a 
special element of customization to the vehicle.

2S000808

EXHAUST TUBES RING BOLT 
COVERS

Exhaust flange accent cover made of laser cut steel, 
addssome extra elegance and originality to the 
exhaust flange of your vehicle.

2B003381

2S000930 Black Anodising

2B003379 Natural Anodising

ANODIZED INJECTION COVER

In anodized aluminum, enrich the central part of your 
V7 III.

2S001211 Black Anodising

2S000901 Natural Anodising

Carbon aluminum side panels that is lighter than the 
standard one and  give to the central body of the 
vehicle a precious look with premium materials and 
finishing.

CARBON SIDE PLATES

2B004627 Left

2B004628 Right

ENGINE GUARD

Designed by the Moto Guzzi Style Dept. it offers a 
protection for the engine or for the rider’s legs. The 
specific soft curve shape adds style to functionality.

2S000914 Black painted

2S001006 Chromed



5352 V7 III STONE

REAR FOOTPEGS HOLE COVERS

Small aluminum alloy parts to cover the holes once 
removed the passenger footrests.

2S001217

RUBBER FOOTHOLDER

This kit improve the riding comfort and the control of 
the body of the vehicle

2S000167

 
CROSSBEAM FOR HANDLEBAR 

Crossbeam for black painted aluminum handlebar 
to transform the factory handlebar of your V7 into a 
true offroad handlebar.

605985M

In premium leather, with Moto Guzzi Logo, gives 
the tank an exclusive and elegant look, highlighting 
the Moto Guzzi Heritage. Needs mounting hook 
2S000992.

TANK BELT

Footpegs for your V7 designed specifically for 
offroad use. They will help you not to lose solid 
footing even in off road conditions.

OFF ROAD FOOTPEG 

2S000258

606487M
2S000992 Belt holder

Let your creativity run free and make your V7 unique 
with the “sketch” front fairing in a rough version, 
ready to be painted and customized exactly the way 
you want.

Let your creativity run free and make your V7 unique 
with the “sketch” saddle cover in a rough version, 
ready to be painted and customized exactly the 
way you want. Compatible with solo saddle, to be 
purchased separately.

SKETCH BIKE FAIRING SKETCH BIKE SADDLE COVER

CM302804 CM302704



2 in 1 exhaust system with silencer made in modern 
(E4)technology but with a classic look. Support 
2S000898 needed. In case of mounting the rear 
rack 2S000256 with aluminum mudguard the 
support 2S000899 is needed.

2 IN 1 ARROW HIGH EXHAUST

2S000897



5756 V7 III STONE

BROWN PREMIUM SADDLE

This saddle gives V7 a unique and exclusive status 
thanks to precious finishing and superior materials.

2S000922

Single-seater sports seat, based on the classic V7 
Café line of the with rhombus stitching, ensures 
comfort and reduces rider slipping.

Single-seat sport saddle with electro-welded and 
stitched padding. Moto Guzzi Logo embroidered.

SPORT SINGLE-SEAT SADDLE PREMIUM SINGLE-SEAT SADDLE

607029M 2S000260

Smaller saddle for your V7 than the one that is 
factory mounted on the bike. Perfect for riding in a 
more aerodynamic position as well as for allowing 
you to ride two-up when necessary. Moto Guzzi Logo 
embroidered

Solo saddle in technical material, with a sporty but 
comfortable seat. Inspired by racing, it’s made with a 
particular attention to materials that recall the world 
of aeronautics.

ONE AND A HALF SEAT SADDLE

AVIO SADDLE 

2S000265

2S001218

Padded saddle for your V7. Increase confort and 
reduce driver and rider slipping. Central insert in 
punctured skai fabric. Moto Guzzi Logo.

Padded saddle for your V7. Increase confort and 
reduce driver and rider slipping. Moto Guzzi Logo”

CLASSIC PADDED SADDLE PADDED SADDLE

606811M 606806M

Rear leather saddle with an exclusive design by Moto 
Guzzi. 100% made in Italy, it offers a better comfort 
compared to the standard one. Diamond stiches on 
the passenger part make this item unique. Supplied 
with protective rain cover to  use when the vehicle is 
stationary.

LEATHER SADDLE

2S001221



58

LOWER COMFORT GEL SADDLE

Two-seated, combines the comfort given by the gel 
with the revised and lowered profile, to allow the 
driver to have a better and safer contact with the 
ground. Punched “Comfort Gel” logo.

B063598

DOUBLE SEAT SPORT SADDLE

606797M

BROWN PREMIUM SADDLE

COMFORT GEL SADDLE

Materials, design and finishing of this saddle are 
giving V7 an unmisticable Lady style.

Two seat saddle with gel inserts in the driver and 
passenger area. Besides comfort, it offers better con-
tact with ground due to the different design of the 
foamed structure. Punched “Comfort Gel” logo.

Double seat  sport saddle with electro-welded and 
stitched padding. The red stiches and the double 
material with alcantara insert offer to the vehicle a 
sport unique mood. Moto Guzzi Logo embroidered.

B063597

2S000921



6160 V7 III STONE

This semi-rigid rear bag mounts easily to the rear 
rack and is made of a perfect balance of leather and 
technical textile panels.

REAR SEMI RIGID BAG

2B003372

PASSENGER FOOTPEGS COVER

Billet footpeg covers made of billet aluminum, with 
a nicer,  more elegant look and a more stable and 
safe contact with the V7 during riding, thanks to its 
grippy knurled surface.

2S000809

LEATHER QUICK RELEASE SIDE BAGS

These quick release side bags are made of made of 
premium Italian leather, are equipped with a quick 
release and safe locking system, useful on everything 
from daily trips to long trips. Comes with carrying 
strap. Installation requires Fast Click mounting 
supports.

2S000522

FOOTPEGS COVER

BRAKE LEVER PAD

Billet footpeg covers made of billet aluminum, with 
a nicer, more elegant look and a more stable and 
safe contact with the V7 during riding, thanks to its 
grippy knurled surface

Extra wide brake lever peg made of billet aluminum, 
increase safety when using the rear brake lever and 
at the same time enhances design and richness of 
the Vehicle

Rear Brake Protection Kit made of billet aluminum 
with black finishing, embraces and protects the rear 
brake pump of your V9 with elegance and style.

REAR BRAKE PROTECTION KIT

These sidebag supports were developed in conjun-
ction with the vehicle and are necessary to mount 
the sidebags. Black finish, streamlined and styled 
with the bike. These maintain the vehicle’s looks and 
allow the use of all Moto Guzzi quick release side 
bags.

SIDE BAGS SUPPORT

REAR BRAKE COVER

This premium reservoir cover is made of billet alumi-
num and dresses up the pedal controls and can be 
easily mounted without opening the reservoir.

2S000887

2B003378

2S000932 Black Anodising

2S000812 Natural Anodising

2S000931 Black Anodising

2S000818 Natural Anodising

2S000933 Black Anodising

2B003376 Natural Anodising 



6362 V7 III STONE

Center stand in treated and powder painted steel, 
made to withstand all weather conditions. Designed 
and manufactured to the most rigorous safety and 
resistance standards. Kit comes complete with 
all mountings and fasteners as well as fitting in-
structions.

CENTRAL STAND

2S000913

These billet aluminum rear shock absorber covers 
dress up the rear part of V7. Not compatible with the 
sidebag mounting racks or luggage rack.

REAR SHOCK ABSORBER COVERS

2S000811

A small luggage rack in black painted metal. It is 
designed to attach the tool bag, but is also perfect 
for your next trip.

In precious fabric and leather finishing, these bags 
can be easily and quickly applied on the vehicle 
thanks to Fast Click release system. Needs Fast Click 
specific mounting support.

OHLINS RACER SHOCK ABSORBERS

BLACK REAR RACK

These shock absorbers give your V7 an unmistakable 
Racing look and a roadholding comparable to 
professional Sport motorbikes.

This black rear rack improve the elegant shape of V7 
and is needed to support the rear top box.

606669M

2S000888

These quick release side bags are made of made of cordura 
with leather inserts, are weather resistant and are equipped 
with a quick release and safe locking system, useful on 
everything from daily trips to long trips. Comes with carrying 
strap. Installation requires fast Click mounting supports.

QUICK RELEASE TOURING SIDE BAGS

Enhance the racing spirit and cafe racer style of 
your V7 with these Moto Guzzi red shock absorber 
springs.

RED SHOCK ABSORBER SPRINGS

SMALL LUGGAGE RACKQUICK RELEASE CANVAS SIDE BAG 

2S000906

2S0002562S000907 2S000731



6564 V7 III STONE

MGMP is the new device that allows you to connect 
your smartphone to the motorcycle, turning it to 
a real multimedia platform. Needs installation kit 
2S000912.

“SHAPE” BIKE COVER

Tailor-made motorcycle cover for inside use to 
protect against dust, intended for use during long 
periods of storing the bike in a garage. It is made of 
stretch fabric with special graphics.

606028M0002

Tailor-made motorcycle cover for inside use to 
protect against dust, intended for use during long 
periods of storing the bike in a garage. It is made of 
stretch fabric with special graphics.

USB socket with bracket for installation under the 
saddle, to recharge the electronic media, does not 
allow dialogue with the electronic devices of the 
vehicle.

V7 BIKE COVER

USB SOCKET

Tailor-made motorcycle cover for inside use to 
protect against dust, intended for use during long 
periods of storing the bike in a garage. It is made of 
stretch fabric with special graphics.

This electronic antitheft system protect your vehicle. 
The electronic box is very small and packed with 
advanced technology, and allow an easy and invisible 
installation. This system has a battery backup and 
a very low power drain. Includes a remote control. 
need mounting kit.

“EAGLE” BIKE COVER

ANTITHEFT SYSTEM

MOTO GUZZI MULTIMEDIA
PLATFORM

606028M0001606522M
2S000912 installation kit

606423M
2S000978 installation kit

895729

2S000983

These offroad tyres have a very agressive look but 
are not compromizing the light and easy drive style 
of V7III. Homologated.

OFFROAD TYRES

606809M Front
606810M Rear

OFFROAD TYRES

Approved offroad tyres for V7. The knobby tread 
provides excellent grip on any route. Or path.

606018M Front + Rear



CONTEMPORARY 
CLASSIC STYLE
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WINDCREEN WITH FASTENING KIT

A must have to face turing rides in full comfort. 
Designed specifically for V7 III, is easy to mount.

The Dark Soul of V7 reach the top with this aesthetic 
detail that complete the strong and determined style 
of the front of Your motorcycle.

BLACK HEADLAMP FRAME

This premium reservoir cover is made of billet alumi-
num and dresses up the handlebar controls and can be 
easily mounted without opening the reservoir.

FRONT BRAKE PUMP COVER

CHROMED HEADLAMP FRAME 

Aesthetic Cover. Laser cutting and folding to be 
integrated with the head lamp. Moto Guzzi logo.

2S000825

2S000817 Natural Anodising

2S000927 Black Anodising

2S000946

2S000909 Chromed stem 

2S001003 Black stem



7170 V7 III SPECIAL

These fork top cap covers are made of billet aluminum 
anddress up the V7 fork top plate.

FORK CAP TOP COVERS

2B003377 Natural Anodising

2S000928 Black Anodising

These mirror holes blockoff plates are made of billet 
aluminum to dress up the handlebar area. These co-
vers are the for those owners who have switched out 
to the bar end mirrors.

MIRROR HOLDER HOLE COVERS

2S000807 Natural Anodising

2S000926 Black Anodising

BLACK PAINTED 
ALUMINIUM TOP FAIRING

Front numberplates Black painted. To complete the 
Strong and powerfull look of your V7.

In Billet aluminum CNC with anodized finishing, gives 
your vehicle an unmistakable sporty and rich aspect

ANODIZED HANDLEBAR MIRRORS 

ECE approved, in aluminum, with lenticular ball joints 
and stainless steel screws. They are fixed to the han-
dlebar, leaving the reflective part in the same position 
as the factory mirrors.

ALUMINIUM HANDLEBAR MIRRORS

SATIN ALUMINIUM
TOP FAIRING

Front numberplates satin aluminum. To complete the 
Strong and powerfull look of your V7.

2S000896 - Black 2S000894 - Satin

2S000911 2S000261 Natural Anodising 

2S000610 Black Anodising 

CLUTCH LEVER

These adjustable billet aluminum levers dress up the 
V7 handlebar area and increase the safety level.

2S000570

These adjustable billet aluminum levers dress up the 
V7 handlebar area and increase the safety level.

BRAKE LEVER

2S000569



7372 V7 III SPECIAL

TANK PROTECTION

Adhesive soft rubber knee pads to be applied on the 
tank sides, with rhombus design and enriched with 
the Moto Guzzi logo.

897021

CARBON MUDGUARDS

606802M Front 
606803M Rear

Mudguards in carbon fiber material, lighter than the 
standard one. The modernity of the carbon perfectly 
fits with the classic look of the vehicle enanching the 
young and dinamic V7 III mood.

Lightweight aluminum mudguards, polished or 
painted in the same black as the V7 to complete the 
total look from the first to the last centimeter.

Natural aluminum long mudguards, satin finished by 
hand and lighter than the conventional ones.

ALUMINIUM MUDGUARDS LONG SATIN ALUMINIUM
MUDGUARDS

2S0001522S000147 - Polished 
2S000180 - Black

The Iconic V7 tank, unique in his style, is a 
characteristic of the shape of the Mandello del 
Lario “baby”, and in this chrome version became an 
exclusive and rich element, able to transform each 
V7III in a real jewel.

CHROMED TANK

606818M

SEMI-HANDLEBARS

Kit of semi-handlebars to change the setting of 
your V7 into something even more sporty.

2S001308

SPORT HANDLEBAR

Aggressive look handlebar for a sporty driving 
setting. Made of black finishing alluminium.

2S001214

Rubber boot to protect the fork stanchions on 
your V7 from dust, road residue and anything else 
you may encounter on your adventures. The code 
corresponds to one dust boot: two pieces must be 
ordered.

RUBBER FORK STANCHION 
DUST BOOTS

606688M



7574 V7 III SPECIAL

ALUMINIUM SIDE PLATES

Completely lighted, aluminum side panels to give 
your V7 a continous and armonic style.

2S000890 - Satin 
2S000895 - Black

Carbon aluminum side panels that is lighter than the 
standard one and  give to the central body of the 
vehicle a precious look with premium materials and 
finishing.

CARBON SIDE PLATES

2B004627 Left

2B004628 Right

ENGINE GUARD

Designed by the Moto Guzzi Style Dept. it offers a 
protection for the engine or for the rider’s legs. The 
specific soft curve shape adds style to functionality.

2S001006 Chromed 

2S000914 Black painted

RED BREMBO BRAKE CALIPER

Red Brembo brake caliper, it offer a sport look 
to the vahicle.

606796M

CYLINDERS PROTECTION

These cylinder head protection kits are made of billet 
aluminum, protect the cylinder heads and adds an 
elegant and exclusive touch to the vehicle shape.

2B003379 Natural Anodising 

2S000930 Black Anodising

ANODIZED INJECTION COVER

In natural anodized aluminum, enrich the central part 
of your V7 III.

2S000901 Anodizzato Naturale/Natural Anodising 

2S001211 Anodizzato Nero/Black Anodising

Let your creativity run free and make your V7 unique 
with the “sketch” front fairing in a rough version, 
ready to be painted and customized exactly the way 
you want.

SKETCH BIKE FAIRING

CM302804

Let your creativity run free and make your V7 unique 
with the “sketch” saddle cover in a rough version, 
ready to be painted and customized exactly the 
way you want. Compatible with solo saddle, to be 
purchased separately.

SKETCH BIKE SADDLE COVER

CM302704
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These quick release side bags are made of made of cordura 
with leather inserts, are weather resistant and are equipped 
with a quick release and safe locking system, useful on 
everything from daily trips to long trips. Comes with carrying 
strap. Installation requires fast Click mounting supports.

QUICK RELEASE TOURING SIDE BAGS

2S000731

LEATHER QUICK RELEASE SIDE BAGS

These quick release side bags are made of made of 
premium Italian leather, are equipped with a quick 
release and safe locking system, useful on everything 
from daily trips to long trips. Comes with carrying 
strap. Installation requires Fast Click mounting 
supports.

2S000522

In precious fabric and leather finishing, these bags 
can be easily and quickly applied on the vehicle 
thanks to Fast Click release system. Needs Fast Click 
specific mounting support.

QUICK RELEASE CANVAS SIDE BAG 

2S000907

These sidebag supports were developed in 
conjunction with the vehicle and are necessary to 
mount the sidebags. Black finish, streamlined and 
styled with the bike. These maintain the vehicle’s 
looks and allow the use of all Moto Guzzi quick 
release side bags.

SIDE BAGS SUPPORT

2S000887

EXHAUST TUBES RING BOLT 
COVERS

Exhaust flange accent cover made of laser cut steel, 
addssome extra elegance and originality to the 
exhaust flange of your vehicle.

2B003381

VOLTARE REGULATOR AND HORN 
COVER

This voltage regulator and horn cover is made of 
billet aluminum with satin treatment and gives a 
rich and elegant finishing highlighting the slim and 
sinuous shape of your motorcycle.

2S000808



7978 V7 III SPECIAL

Solo saddle in technical material, with a sporty but 
comfortable seat. Inspired by racing, it’s made with a 
particular attention to materials that recall the world 
of aeronautics.

AVIO SADDLE 

2S001218

BROWN PREMIUM SADDLE

This saddle gives V7 a unique and exclusive status 
thanks to precious finishing and superior materials.

2S000922

Single-seat sport saddle with electro-welded and 
stitched padding. Moto Guzzi Logo embroidered.

PREMIUM SINGLE-SEAT SADDLE

2S000260

Smaller saddle for your V7 than the one that is 
factory mounted on the bike. Perfect for riding in a 
more aerodynamic position as well as for allowing 
you to ride two-up when necessary. Moto Guzzi Logo 
embroidered

ONE AND A HALF SEAT SADDLE

2S000265

Padded saddle for your V7. Increase confort and 
reduce driver and rider slipping. Central insert in 
punctured skai fabric. Moto Guzzi Logo.

CLASSIC PADDED SADDLE

606811M

Padded saddle for your V7. Increase confort and 
reduce driver and rider slipping. Moto Guzzi Logo”

PADDED SADDLE

606806M

Single-seater sports seat, based on the classic V7 
Café line of the with rhombus stitching, ensures 
comfort and reduces rider slipping.

SPORT SINGLE-SEAT SADDLE

607029M 

Rear leather saddle with an exclusive design by Moto 
Guzzi. 100% made in Italy, it offers a better comfort 
compared to the standard one. Diamond stiches on 
the passenger part make this item unique. Supplied 
with protective rain cover to  use when the vehicle is 
stationary.

LEATHER SADDLE

2S001221



8180 V7 III SPECIAL

COMFORT GEL SADDLE

Two seat saddle with gel inserts in the driver and 
passenger area. Besides comfort, it offers better con-
tact with ground due to the different design of the 
foamed structure. Punched “Comfort Gel” logo.

B063597

LOWER COMFORT GEL SADDLE

Two-seated, combines the comfort given by the gel 
with the revised and lowered profile, to allow the 
driver to have a better and safer contact with the 
ground. Punched “Comfort Gel” logo.

B063598

Rear Brake Protection Kit made of billet aluminum 
with black finishing, embraces and protects the rear 
brake pump of your V9 with elegance and style.

REAR BRAKE PROTECTION KIT

2B003378

DOUBLE SEAT SPORT SADDLE

606797M

Double seat  sport saddle with electro-welded and 
stitched padding. The red stiches and the double 
material with alcantara insert offer to the vehicle a 
sport unique mood. Moto Guzzi Logo embroidered.

2 in 1 exhaust system with silencer made in modern 
(E4)technology but with a classic look. With 
aluminum mudguard you need 2S000899, with 
plastic mudguard you need 2S000898.

2 IN 1 ARROW HIGH EXHAUST

2S000897

HIGH EXHAUST SYSTEM BRACKET 
FOR ALUMINIUM MUDGUARDS 
AND SMALL REAR RACK

2S000899

SUPPORT BRACKET FOR PLASTIC 
OR ALUMINIUM MUDGUARDS

2S000898

BROWN PREMIUM SADDLE

Materials, design and finishing of this saddle are 
giving V7 an unmisticable Lady style.

2S000921

in premium leather, with Moto Guzzi Logo, gives 
the tank an exclusive and elegant look, highlighting 
the Moto Guzzi Heritage. Needs mounting hook 
2S000992.

TANK BELT

606487M
2S000992 Belt holder



8382 V7 III SPECIAL

These billet aluminum rear shock absorber covers 
dress up the rear part of V7. Not compatible with the 
sidebag mounting racks or luggage rack.

REAR SHOCK ABSORBER COVERS

2S000811

Enhance the racing spirit and cafe racer style of 
your V7 with these Moto Guzzi red shock absorber 
springs.

RED SHOCK ABSORBER SPRINGS

2S000906

REAR FOOTPEGS HOLE COVERS

Small aluminum alloy parts to cover the holes once 
removed the passenger footrests.

2S001217

BLACK REAR RACK

This black rear rack improve the elegant shape of V7 
and is needed to support the rear top box.

2S000888

OHLINS RACER SHOCK ABSORBERS

These shock absorbers give your V7 an unmistakable 
Racing look and a roadholding comparable to 
professional Sport motorbikes.

606669M

FOOTPEGS COVER

Billet footpeg covers made of billet aluminum, with 
a nicer, more elegant look and a more stable and 
safe contact with the V7 during riding, thanks to its 
grippy knurled surface

2B003376 Natural Anodising 

2S000933 Black Anodising

PASSENGER FOOTPEGS COVER

Billet footpeg covers made of billet aluminum, with 
a nicer,  more elegant look and a more stable and 
safe contact with the V7 during riding, thanks to its 
grippy knurled surface.

2S000809

This premium reservoir cover is made of billet aluminum 
and dresses up the pedal controls and can be easily 
mounted without opening the reservoir.

REAR BRAKE COVER

2S000818 Natural Anodising

2S000931 Black Anodising





8786 V7 III SPECIAL

RUBBER FOOTHOLDER

This kit improve the riding comfort and the control of 
the body of the vehicle

2S000167

 
CROSSBEAM FOR HANDLEBAR 

Crossbeam for black painted aluminum handlebar 
to transform the factory handlebar of your V7 into a 
true motorcycle handlebar.

605985M

Footpegs kit for your V7 designed specifically for 
offroad use. They will help you not to lose solid 
footing even in off road conditions.

OFF ROAD FOOTPEG 

2S000258

USB socket with bracket for installation under the 
saddle, to recharge the electronic media, does not 
allow dialogue with the electronic devices of the 
vehicle.

USB SOCKET INSTALLATION KIT

2S000983

This electronic antitheft system protect your vehicle. 
The electronic box is very small and packed with 
advanced technology, and allow an easy and invisible 
installation. This system has a battery backup and 
a very low power drain. Includes a remote control. 
need mounting kit.

ANTITHEFT SYSTEM

606423M
2S000978 installation kit

MOTO GUZZI MULTIMEDIA
PLATFORM

MGMP is the new device that allows you to connect 
your smartphone to the motorcycle, turning it to 
a real multimedia platform. Needs installation kit 
2S000912.

606522M
2S000912 installation kit

This semi-rigid rear bag mounts easily to the rear 
rack and is made of a perfect balance of leather and 
technical textile panels.

REAR SEMI RIGID BAG

2B003372

A small luggage rack in black painted metal. It is 
designed to attach the tool bag, but is also perfect 
for your next trip.

SMALL LUGGAGE RACK

2S000256



8988 V7 III SPECIAL

“SHAPE” BIKE COVER

Tailor-made motorcycle cover for inside use to 
protect against dust, intended for use during long 
periods of storing the bike in a garage. It is made of 
stretch fabric with special graphics.

606028M0002

Tailor-made motorcycle cover for inside use to 
protect against dust, intended for use during long 
periods of storing the bike in a garage. It is made of 
stretch fabric with special graphics.

“EAGLE” BIKE COVER

606028M0001

Tailor-made motorcycle cover for inside use to 
protect against dust, intended for use during long 
periods of storing the bike in a garage. It is made of 
stretch fabric with special graphics.

V7 BIKE COVER

895729

These offroad tyres have a very agressive look but 
are not compromizing the light and easy drive style 
of V7III. Homologated.

OFFROAD TYRES

606809M Front
606810M Rear

OFFROAD TYRES

Approved offroad tyres for V7. The knobby tread 
provides excellent grip on any route. Or path.

606018M

BRAKE LEVER PAD

Extra wide brake lever peg made of billet aluminum, 
increase safety when using the rear brake lever and 
at the same time enhances design and richness of 
the Vehicle

2S000812 Natural Anodising

2S000932 Black Anodising

Center stand in treated and powder painted steel, 
made to withstand all weather conditions. Designed 
and manufactured to the most rigorous safety and 
resistance standards. Kit comes complete with 
all mountings and fasteners as well as fitting in-
structions.

CENTRAL STAND

2S000913

In combination with aluminum mudguard, the licence 
plate holder change completely the look of the 
vehicle, in full safety as 100% street legal.

HOMOLOGATED LICENCE 
PLATE HOLDER

2S001010
2S001011 - USA



RACING
INSTINCT



9392 V7 III RACER

CLUTCH LEVER

These adjustable billet aluminum levers dress up the 
V7 handlebar area and increase the safety level.

2S000570

These adjustable billet aluminum levers dress up the 
V7 handlebar area and increase the safety level.

BRAKE LEVER

2S000569

These fork top cap covers are made of billet aluminum 
anddress up the V7 fork top plate.

FORK CAP TOP COVERS

2B003377 Natural Anodising

2S000928 Black Anodising

RED BREMBO BRAKE CALIPER

Red Brembo brake caliper, it offer a sport look 
to the vahicle.

606796M

These mirror holes blockoff plates are made of billet 
aluminum to dress up the handlebar area. These covers 
are the for those owners who have switched out to the 
bar end mirrors.

MIRROR HOLDER HOLE COVERS

2S000926/Black Anodising

2S000807 Natural Anodising

In Billet aluminum CNC with anodized finishing, gives 
your vehicle an unmistakable sporty and rich aspect

ANODIZED HANDLEBAR MIRRORS 

2S000911

ECE approved, in black painted aluminum, with len-
ticular ball joints and stainless steel screws. They are 
fixed to the handlebar, leaving the reflective part in 
the same position as the factory mirrors.

HANDLEBAR MIRRORSCHROMED HEADLAMP FRAME 

Aesthetic Cover. Laser cutting and folding to be 
integrated with the head lamp. Moto Guzzi logo.

2S000825 2S000610 Black Anodising 
2S000261 Natural Anodising



9594 V7 III RACER

Let your creativity run free and make your V7 unique 
with the “sketch” front fairing in a rough version, 
ready to be painted and customized exactly the way 
you want.

SKETCH BIKE FAIRING

CM302804

ALUMINIUM SIDE PLATES

Completely lighted, aluminum side panels to 
complete the dark look from the first to the last 
centimeter.

2S000890 - Satin 
2S000895 - Black

Lightweight aluminum mudguards, painted the same 
black as the V7 to complete the total black look from 
the first to the last centimeter.

Natural aluminum long mudguards, satin finished by 
hand and lighter than the conventional ones.

ALUMINIUM MUDGUARDS LONG SATIN ALUMINIUM
MUDGUARDS

2S000152

CARBON MUDGUARDS

606802M Front 
606803M Rear

Mudguards in carbon fiber material, lighter than the 
standard one. The modernity of the carbon perfectly 
fits with the classic look of the vehicle enanching the 
young and dinamic V7 III mood.

2S000147 - Polished 
2S000180 - Black

VOLTARE REGULATOR AND HORN 
COVER

This voltage regulator and horn cover is made of 
billet aluminum with satin treatment and gives a 
rich and elegant finishing highlighting the slim and 
sinuous shape of your motorcycle.

2S000808

Carbon aluminum side panels that is lighter than the 
standard one and  give to the central body of the 
vehicle a precious look with premium materials and 
finishing.

CARBON SIDE PLATES

2B004627 Left

2B004628 Right

Let your creativity run free and make your V7 unique 
with the “sketch” saddle cover in a rough version, 
ready to be painted and customized exactly the 
way you want. Compatible with solo saddle, to be 
purchased separately.

SKETCH BIKE SADDLE COVER

CM302704
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EXHAUST TUBES RING BOLT 
COVERS

Exhaust flange accent cover made of laser cut steel, 
addssome extra elegance and originality to the 
exhaust flange of your vehicle.

2B003381

ANODIZED INJECTION COVER

In natural anodized aluminum, enrich the central part 
of your V7 III.

2S000901 Natural Anodising

CYLINDERS PROTECTION

These cylinder head protection kits are made of billet 
aluminum, protect the cylinder heads and adds an 
elegant and exclusive touch to the vehicle shape.

2B003379 Natural Anodising 

2S000930 Black Anodising

RED PAINTED CYLINDER 
HEADS COVERS

606804M

Elegant painted cylinder heads covers, with special 
processes performed in milling, they represent a 
special element of customization to the vehicle.



9998 V7 III RACER

Single-seat sport saddle with electro-welded and 
stitched padding. Moto Guzzi Logo embroidered.

PREMIUM SINGLE-SEAT SADDLE

2S000260

BROWN PREMIUM SADDLE

This saddle gives V7 a unique and exclusive status 
thanks to precious finishing and superior materials.

2S000922

BROWN PREMIUM SADDLE

Materials, design and finishing of this saddle are 
giving V7 an unmisticable Lady style.

2S000921

Smaller saddle for your V7 than the one that is 
factory mounted on the bike. Perfect for riding in a 
more aerodynamic position as well as for allowing 
you to ride two-up when necessary. Moto Guzzi Logo 
embroidered

ONE AND A HALF SEAT SADDLE

2S000265

Padded saddle for your V7. Increase confort and 
reduce driver and rider slipping. Central insert in 
punctured skai fabric. Moto Guzzi Logo.

CLASSIC PADDED SADDLE

606811M

Padded saddle for your V7. Increase confort and 
reduce driver and rider slipping. Moto Guzzi Logo”

PADDED SADDLE

606806M

Single-seater sports seat, based on the classic V7 
Café line of the with rhombus stitching, ensures 
comfort and reduces rider slipping.

SPORT SINGLE-SEAT SADDLE

607029M 

Rear leather saddle with an exclusive design by Moto 
Guzzi. 100% made in Italy, it offers a better comfort 
compared to the standard one. Diamond stiches on 
the passenger part make this item unique. Supplied 
with protective rain cover to  use when the vehicle is 
stationary.

LEATHER SADDLE

2S001221



101100 V7 III RACER

TANK PROTECTION

Adhesive soft rubber knee pads to be applied on the 
tank sides, with rhombus design and enriched with 
the Moto Guzzi logo.

897021

TANK CUP COVER

Aestetic tank cup cover in CNC aluminum for a total 
black look.

606800M

BLACK REAR RACK

This black rear rack improve the elegant shape of V7 
and is needed to support the rear top box.

2S000888

This semi-rigid rear bag mounts easily to the rear 
rack and is made of a perfect balance of leather and 
technical textile panels.

REAR SEMI RIGID BAG

2B003372

COMFORT GEL SADDLE

Two seat saddle with gel inserts in the driver and 
passenger area. Besides comfort, it offers better con-
tact with ground due to the different design of the 
foamed structure. Punched “Comfort Gel” logo.

B063597

LOWER COMFORT GEL SADDLE

Two-seated, combines the comfort given by the gel 
with the revised and lowered profile, to allow the 
driver to have a better and safer contact with the 
ground. Punched “Comfort Gel” logo.

B063598

DOUBLE SEAT SPORT SADDLE

606797M

Double seat  sport saddle with electro-welded and 
stitched padding. The red stiches and the double 
material with alcantara insert offer to the vehicle a 
sport unique mood. Moto Guzzi Logo embroidered.

Rubber boot to protect the fork stanchions on 
your V7 from dust, road residue and anything else 
you may encounter on your adventures. The code 
corresponds to one dust boot: two pieces must be 
ordered.

RUBBER FORK STANCHION 
DUST BOOTS

606688M



103102 V7 III RACER

MGMP is the new device that allows you to connect 
your smartphone to the motorcycle, turning it to 
a real multimedia platform. Needs installation kit 
2S000912.

MOTO GUZZI MULTIMEDIA
PLATFORM

606522M
2S000912 installation kit

Tailor-made motorcycle cover for inside use to 
protect against dust, intended for use during long 
periods of storing the bike in a garage. It is made of 
stretch fabric with special graphics.

V7 BIKE COVER

895729

Tailor-made motorcycle cover for inside use to 
protect against dust, intended for use during long 
periods of storing the bike in a garage. It is made of 
stretch fabric with special graphics.

“EAGLE” BIKE COVER

606028M0001

“SHAPE” BIKE COVER

Tailor-made motorcycle cover for inside use to 
protect against dust, intended for use during long 
periods of storing the bike in a garage. It is made of 
stretch fabric with special graphics.

606028M0002

USB socket with bracket for installation under the 
saddle, to recharge the electronic media, does not 
allow dialogue with the electronic devices of the 
vehicle.

USB SOCKET INSTALLATION KIT

2S000983

This electronic antitheft system protect your vehicle. 
The electronic box is very small and packed with 
advanced technology, and allow an easy and invisible 
installation. This system has a battery backup and 
a very low power drain. Includes a remote control. 
need mounting kit.

ANTITHEFT SYSTEM

606423M
2S000978 installation kit

In combination with aluminum mudguard, the licence 
plate holder change completely the look of the 
vehicle, in full safety as 100% street legal.

HOMOLOGATED LICENCE 
PLATE HOLDER

2S001010
2S001011 - USA
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CLUTCH LEVER

These adjustable billet aluminum levers dress up the 
V7 handlebar area and increase the safety level.

2S000570

These adjustable billet aluminum levers dress up the 
V7 handlebar area and increase the safety level.

BRAKE LEVER

2S000569

BLACK PAINTED 
ALUMINIUM TOP FAIRING

SATIN ALUMINIUM
TOP FAIRING

Front numberplates satin aluminum. To complete the 
Strong and powerfull look of your V7.

Front numberplates Black painted. To complete the 
Strong and powerfull look of your V7.

2S000896 - Black 2S000894 - Satin

FRONT BRAKE PUMP COVER

This premium reservoir cover is made of billet aluminum 
and dresses up the handlebar controls and can be easily 
mounted without opening the reservoir.

2S000927 Black Anodising 
2S000817 Natural Anodising

These fork top cap covers are made of billet 
aluminum anddress up the V7 fork top plate.

FORK TOP CAP COVERS

2S000928 Black Anodising

2B003377 Natural Anodising

CHROMED HEADLAMP FRAME 

Aesthetic Cover. Laser cutting and folding to be 
integrated with the head lamp. Moto Guzzi logo.

2S000825

WINDCREEN WITH FASTENING KIT

A must have to face turing rides in full comfort. 
Designed specifically for V7 III, is easy to mount.

2S001003 Black stem

2S000909 Chromed stem
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TANK PROTECTION

Adhesive soft rubber knee pads to be applied on the 
tank sides, with rhombus design and enriched with 
the Moto Guzzi logo.

897021

These mirror holes blockoff plates are made of billet 
aluminum to dress up the handlebar area. These co-
vers are the for those owners who have switched out 
to the bar end mirrors.

MIRROR HOLDER HOLE COVERS

2S000807 Natural Anodising

2S000926 Black Anodising

In Billet aluminum CNC with anodized finishing, gives 
your vehicle an unmistakable sporty and rich aspect

ANODIZED HANDLEBAR MIRRORS 

2S000911

ECE approved, in black painted aluminum, with len-
ticular ball joints and stainless steel screws. They are 
fixed to the handlebar, leaving the reflective part in 
the same position as the factory mirrors.

HANDLEBAR MIRRORS

2S000610 Black Anodising 
2S000261 Natural Anodising

ENGINE GUARD

Designed by the Moto Guzzi Style Dept. it offers a 
protection for the engine or for the rider’s legs. The 
specific soft curve shape adds style to functionality.

2S000914 Black painted

2S001006 Chromed

CYLINDERS PROTECTION

These cylinder head protection kits are made of billet 
aluminum, protect the cylinder heads and adds an 
elegant and exclusive touch to the vehicle shape.

2S000930 Black Anodising

2B003379 Natural Anodising

SEMI-HANDLEBARS

Kit of semi-handlebars to change the setting of 
your V7 into something even more sporty.

2S001308

SPORT HANDLEBAR

Aggressive look handlebar for a sporty driving 
setting. Made of black finishing alluminium.

2S001214
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Enhance the racing spirit and cafe racer style of 
your V7 with these Moto Guzzi red shock absorber 
springs.

RED SHOCK ABSORBER SPRINGS

2S000906

OHLINS RACER SHOCK ABSORBERS

These shock absorbers give your V7 an unmistakable 
Racing look and a roadholding comparable to 
professional Sport motorbikes.

606669M

EXHAUST TUBES RING BOLT 
COVERS

Exhaust flange accent cover made of laser cut steel, 
addssome extra elegance and originality to the 
exhaust flange of your vehicle.

2B003381

VOLTARE REGULATOR AND HORN 
COVER

This voltage regulator and horn cover is made of 
billet aluminum with satin treatment and gives a 
rich and elegant finishing highlighting the slim and 
sinuous shape of your motorcycle.

2S000808

Let your creativity run free and make your V7 unique 
with the “sketch” front fairing in a rough version, 
ready to be painted and customized exactly the way 
you want.

SKETCH BIKE FAIRING

CM302804

Let your creativity run free and make your V7 unique 
with the “sketch” saddle cover in a rough version, 
ready to be painted and customized exactly the 
way you want. Compatible with solo saddle, to be 
purchased separately.

SKETCH BIKE SADDLE COVER

CM302704
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This semi-rigid rear bag mounts easily to the rear 
rack and is made of a perfect balance of leather and 
technical textile panels.

REAR SEMI RIGID BAG

2B003372

2 in 1 exhaust system with silencer made in modern 
(E4)technology but with a classic look. With 
aluminum mudguard you need 2S000899, with 
plastic mudguard you need 2S000898.

2 IN 1 ARROW HIGH EXHAUST

2S000897 HIGH EXHAUST SYSTEM BRACKET 
FOR ALUMINIUM MUDGUARDS 
AND SMALL REAR RACK

2S000899

SUPPORT BRACKET FOR PLASTIC 
OR ALUMINIUM MUDGUARDS

2S000898

LEATHER QUICK RELEASE SIDE BAGS

These quick release side bags are made of made of 
premium Italian leather, are equipped with a quick 
release and safe locking system, useful on everything 
from daily trips to long trips. Comes with carrying 
strap. Installation requires Fast Click mounting 
supports.

2S000522

QUICK RELEASE CANVAS SIDE BAG 

In precious fabric and leather finishing, these bags 
can be easily and quickly applied on the vehicle 
thanks to Fast Click release system. Needs Fast Click 
specific mounting support.

2S000907

These sidebag supports were developed in conjun-
ction with the vehicle and are necessary to mount 
the sidebags. Black finish, streamlined and styled 
with the bike. These maintain the vehicle’s looks and 
allow the use of all Moto Guzzi quick release side 
bags.

SIDE BAGS SUPPORT

2S000887

These quick release side bags are made of made of cordura 
with leather inserts, are weather resistant and are equipped 
with a quick release and safe locking system, useful on 
everything from daily trips to long trips. Comes with carrying 
strap. Installation requires fast Click mounting supports.

QUICK RELEASE TOURING SIDE BAGS

2S000731

These billet aluminum rear shock absorber covers 
dress up the rear part of V7. Not compatible with the 
sidebag mounting racks or luggage rack.

REAR SHOCK ABSORBER

2S000811
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LOWER COMFORT GEL SADDLE

Two-seated, combines the comfort given by the gel 
with the revised and lowered profile, to allow the 
driver to have a better and safer contact with the 
ground. Punched “Comfort Gel” logo.

B063598

COMFORT GEL SADDLE

Two seat saddle with gel inserts in the driver and 
passenger area. Besides comfort, it offers better con-
tact with ground due to the different design of the 
foamed structure. Punched “Comfort Gel” logo.

B063597

A small luggage rack in black painted metal. It is 
designed to attach the tool bag, but is also perfect 
for your next trip.

SMALL LUGGAGE RACK

2S000256

Padded saddle for your V7. Increase confort and 
reduce driver and rider slipping. Central insert in 
punctured skai fabric. Moto Guzzi Logo.

CLASSIC PADDED SADDLE

606811M

Padded saddle for your V7. Increase confort and 
reduce driver and rider slipping. Moto Guzzi Logo”

PADDED SADDLE

606806M

Single-seater sports seat, based on the classic V7 
Café line of the with rhombus stitching, ensures 
comfort and reduces rider slipping.

SPORT SINGLE-SEAT SADDLE

607029M 

Rear leather saddle with an exclusive design by Moto 
Guzzi. 100% made in Italy, it offers a better comfort 
compared to the standard one. Diamond stiches on 
the passenger part make this item unique. Supplied 
with protective rain cover to  use when the vehicle is 
stationary.

LEATHER SADDLE

2S001221

Solo saddle in technical material, with a sporty but 
comfortable seat. Inspired by racing, it’s made with a 
particular attention to materials that recall the world 
of aeronautics.

AVIO SADDLE 

2S001218
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Center stand in treated and powder painted steel, 
made to withstand all weather conditions. Designed 
and manufactured to the most rigorous safety and 
resistance standards. Kit comes complete with 
all mountings and fasteners as well as fitting in-
structions.

CENTRAL STAND

2S000913

FOOTPEGS COVER

Billet footpeg covers made of billet aluminum, with 
a nicer, more elegant look and a more stable and 
safe contact with the V7 during riding, thanks to its 
grippy knurled surface

2S000933 Black Anodising

2B003376 Natural Anodising 

PASSENGER FOOTPEGS COVER

Billet footpeg covers made of billet aluminum, with 
a nicer,  more elegant look and a more stable and 
safe contact with the V7 during riding, thanks to its 
grippy knurled surface.

2S000809

REAR FOOTPEGS HOLE COVERS

Small aluminum alloy parts to cover the holes once 
removed the passenger footrests.

2S001217

REAR BRAKE COVER

This premium reservoir cover is made of billet alumi-
num and dresses up the pedal controls and can be 
easily mounted without opening the reservoir.

2S000931 Black Anodising

2S000818 Natural Anodising

Rear Brake Protection Kit made of billet aluminum 
with black finishing, embraces and protects the rear 
brake pump of your V9 with elegance and style.

REAR BRAKE PROTECTION KIT

2B003378

BRAKE LEVER PAD

Extra wide brake lever peg made of billet aluminum, 
increase safety when using the rear brake lever and 
at the same time enhances design and richness of 
the Vehicle

2S000932 Black Anodising

2S000812 Natural Anodising

Rubber boot to protect the fork stanchions on 
your V7 from dust, road residue and anything else 
you may encounter on your adventures. The code 
corresponds to one dust boot: two pieces must be 
ordered.

RUBBER FORK STANCHION 
DUST BOOTS

606688M
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USB socket with bracket for installation under the 
saddle, to recharge the electronic media, does not 
allow dialogue with the electronic devices of the 
vehicle.

USB SOCKET INSTALLATION KIT

2S000983

MGMP is the new device that allows you to connect 
your smartphone to the motorcycle, turning it to 
a real multimedia platform. Needs installation kit 
2S000912.

MOTO GUZZI MULTIMEDIA
PLATFORM

606522M
2S000912 installation kit

This electronic antitheft system protect your vehicle. 
The electronic box is very small and packed with 
advanced technology, and allow an easy and invisible 
installation. This system has a battery backup and 
a very low power drain. Includes a remote control. 
need mounting kit.

ANTITHEFT SYSTEM

606423M
2S000978 installation kit

These offroad tyres have a very agressive look but 
are not compromizing the light and easy drive style 
of V7III. Homologated.

OFFROAD TYRES

606809M Front
606810M Rear

Tailor-made motorcycle cover for inside use to 
protect against dust, intended for use during long 
periods of storing the bike in a garage. It is made of 
stretch fabric with special graphics.

“EAGLE” BIKE COVER

606028M0001

Tailor-made motorcycle cover for inside use to 
protect against dust, intended for use during long 
periods of storing the bike in a garage. It is made of 
stretch fabric with special graphics.

V7 BIKE COVER

895729

“SHAPE” BIKE COVER

Tailor-made motorcycle cover for inside use to 
protect against dust, intended for use during long 
periods of storing the bike in a garage. It is made of 
stretch fabric with special graphics.

606028M0002
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These mirror holes blockoff plates are made of billet 
aluminium to dress up the handlebar area. These co-
vers are the for those owners who have switched out 
to the bar end mirrors.

MIRROR HOLDER HOLE COVERS

2S000926 Black Anodising

2S000807 Natural Anodising

WINDCREEN WITH FASTENING KIT

A must have to face turing rides in full comfort. 
Designed specifically for V7 III, is easy to mount.

2S001003 Black stem

2S000909 Chromed stem

CHROMED HEADLAMP FRAME 

Aesthetic Cover. Laser cutting and folding to be 
integrated with the head lamp. Moto Guzzi logo.

2S000825

Front numberplates satin aluminum. 
To complete the Strong and powerfull look of your V7.

SATIN ALUMINIUM
TOP FAIRING

2S000894 - SATIN

Front numberplates Black painted. To complete the 
Strong and powerfull look of your V7.

BLACK PAINTED 
ALUMINIUM TOP FAIRING

2S000896 - BLACK

ECE approved, in black painted aluminium, with len-
ticular ball joints and stainless steel screws. They are 
fixed to the handlebar, leaving the reflective part in 
the same position as the factory mirrors.

HANDLEBAR MIRRORS

2S000610 Black Anodising 
2S000261 Natural Anodising

In Billet aluminium CNC with anodized finishing, 
gives your vehicle an unmistakable sporty and rich 
aspect

ANODIZED HANDLEBAR MIRRORS 

2S000911

The Iconic V7 tank, unique in his style, is a 
characteristic of the shape of the Mandello del 
Lario “baby”, and in this chrome version became an 
exclusive and rich element, able to transform each 
V7III in a real jewel.

CHROMED TANK

606818M
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LONG SATIN ALUMINIUM 
MUDGUARDS

Natural aluminium long mudguards, satin finished by 
hand and lighter than the conventional ones.

2S000152

These fork top cap covers are made of billet 
aluminium anddress up the V7 fork top plate.

FORK TOP CAP COVERS

2S000928 Black Anodising

2B003377 Natural Anodising

These adjustable billet aluminium levers dress up the 
V7 handlebar area and increase the safety level.

BRAKE LEVER

2S000569

CLUTCH LEVER

These adjustable billet aluminium levers dress up the 
V7 handlebar area and increase the safety level.

2S000570

TANK CUP COVER

Aesthetic tank cup cover in CNC aluminium for a 
total black look.

606800M

FRONT BRAKE PUMP COVER

This premium reservoir cover is made of billet aluminium 
and dresses up the handlebar controls and can be easily 
mounted without opening the reservoir.

2S000927 Black Anodising 
2S000817 Natural Anodising

HANDLEBAR COVER

Aesthetic handlebar cover in CNC aluminium for a total 
black look.

606795M

RED BREMBO BRAKE CALIPER

Red Brembo brake caliper, it offer a sport look 
to the vahicle.

606796M
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Let your creativity run free and make your V7 unique 
with the “sketch” front fairing in a rough version, 
ready to be painted and customized exactly the way 
you want.

SKETCH BIKE FAIRING

CM302804

CARBON MUDGUARDS

606802M Front 
606803M Rear

Lightweight aluminium mudguards, painted the same 
black as the V7 to complete the total black look from 
the first to the last centimeter.

Mudguards in carbon fiber material, lighter than the 
standard one. The modernity of the carbon perfectly 
fits with the classic look of the vehicle enanching the 
young and dynamic V7 III mood.

ALUMINIUM MUDGUARDS

2S000180 - BLACK

Let your creativity run free and make your V7 unique 
with the “sketch” saddle cover in a rough version, 
ready to be painted and customized exactly the 
way you want. Compatible with solo saddle, to be 
purchased separately.

SKETCH BIKE SADDLE COVER

CM302704
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ALUMINIUM SIDE PLATES

Completely lighted, aluminium side panels to give 
your V7 a continous and armonic style.

2S000890 - Satin 

RED PAINTED CYLINDER 
HEADS COVERS

606804M

CYLINDERS PROTECTION

These cylinder head protection kits are made of billet 
aluminium, protect the cylinder heads and adds an 
elegant and exclusive touch to the vehicle shape.

Elegant painted cylinder heads covers, with special 
processes performed in milling, they represent a 
special element of customization to the vehicle.

2S000930 Black Anodising

2B003379 Natural Anodising

TANK PROTECTION

Adhesive soft rubber knee pads to be applied on the 
tank sides, with rhombus design and enriched with 
the Moto Guzzi logo.

897021

VOLTARE REGULATOR AND HORN 
COVER

This voltage regulator and horn cover is made of 
billet aluminium with satin treatment and gives a 
rich and elegant finishing highlighting the slim and 
sinuous shape of your motorcycle.

2S000808

EXHAUST TUBES RING BOLT 
COVERS

Exhaust flange accent cover made of laser cut steel, 
addssome extra elegance and originality to the 
exhaust flange of your vehicle.

2B003381

ANODIZED INJECTION COVER

In anodized aluminium, enrich the central part of 
your V7 III.

2S001211 Black Anodising

2S000901 Natural Anodising

Carbon aluminium side panels that is lighter than the 
standard one and  give to the central body of the 
vehicle a precious look with premium materials and 
finishing.

CARBON SIDE PLATES

2B004627 Left

2B004628 Right
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Footpegs for your V7 designed specifically for 
offroad use. They will help you not to lose solid 
footing even in off road conditions.

OFF ROAD FOOTPEG 

2S000258

RUBBER FOOTHOLDER

This kit improve the riding comfort and the control of 
the body of the vehicle

2S000167

2 in 1 exhaust system with silencer made in modern 
(E4)technology but with a classic look. Support 
2S000898 needed. In case of mounting the rear 
rack 2S000256 with aluminium mudguard the 
support 2S000899 is needed.

2 IN 1 ARROW HIGH EXHAUST

2S000897

ENGINE GUARD

Designed by the Moto Guzzi Style Dept. it offers a 
protection for the engine or for the rider’s legs. The 
specific soft curve shape adds style to functionality.

2S000914 Black painted

2S001006 Chromed

In premium leather, with Moto Guzzi Logo, gives 
the tank an exclusive and elegant look, highlighting 
the Moto Guzzi Heritage. Needs mounting hook 
2S000992.

TANK BELT

606487M
2S000992 Belt holder
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Rear leather saddle with an exclusive design by Moto 
Guzzi. 100% made in Italy, it offers a better comfort 
compared to the standard one. Diamond stiches on 
the passenger part make this item unique. Supplied 
with protective rain cover to  use when the vehicle is 
stationary.

LEATHER SADDLE

2S001221

COMFORT GEL SADDLE

Two seat saddle with gel inserts in the driver and 
passenger area. Besides comfort, it offers better con-
tact with ground due to the different design of the 
foamed structure. Punched “Comfort Gel” logo.

B063597

DOUBLE SEAT SPORT SADDLE

606797M

Double seat  sport saddle with electro-welded and 
stitched padding. The red stiches and the double 
material with alcantara insert offer to the vehicle a 
sport unique mood. Moto Guzzi Logo embroidered.

BROWN PREMIUM SADDLE

This saddle gives V7 a unique and exclusive status 
thanks to precious finishing and superior materials.

2S000922

BROWN PREMIUM SADDLE

.Materials, design and finishing of this saddle are 
giving V7 an unmisticable Lady style.

2S000921

Padded saddle for your V7. Increase confort and 
reduce driver and rider slipping. Central insert in 
punctured skai fabric. Moto Guzzi Logo.

Padded saddle for your V7. Increase confort and 
reduce driver and rider slipping. Moto Guzzi Logo”

CLASSIC PADDED SADDLE PADDED SADDLE

606811M 606806M

Single-seater sports seat, based on the classic V7 
Café line of the with rhombus stitching, ensures 
comfort and reduces rider slipping.

SPORT SINGLE-SEAT SADDLE

607029M 
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LEATHER QUICK RELEASE SIDE BAGS

These quick release side bags are made of made of 
premium Italian leather, are equipped with a quick 
release and safe locking system, useful on everything 
from daily trips to long trips. Comes with carrying 
strap. Installation requires Fast Click mounting 
supports.

2S000522

REAR FOOTPEGS HOLE COVERS

Small aluminium alloy parts to cover the holes once 
removed the passenger footrests.

2S001217

BRAKE LEVER PAD

Extra wide brake lever peg made of billet aluminium, 
increase safety when using the rear brake lever and 
at the same time enhances design and richness of 
the Vehicle

2S000932 Black Anodising

2S000812 Natural Anodising

PASSENGER FOOTPEGS COVER

Billet footpeg covers made of billet aluminium, with 
a nicer,  more elegant look and a more stable and 
safe contact with the V7 during riding, thanks to its 
grippy knurled surface.

2S000809

LOWER COMFORT GEL SADDLE

Two-seated, combines the comfort given by the gel 
with the revised and lowered profile, to allow the 
driver to have a better and safer contact with the 
ground. Punched “Comfort Gel” logo.

B063598

FOOTPEGS COVER

Billet footpeg covers made of billet aluminium, with 
a nicer, more elegant look and a more stable and 
safe contact with the V7 during riding, thanks to its 
grippy knurled surface

2S000933 Black Anodising

2B003376 Natural Anodising 

REAR BRAKE COVER

This premium reservoir cover is made of billet alumi-
nium and dresses up the pedal controls and can be 
easily mounted without opening the reservoir.

2S000931 Black Anodising

2S000818 Natural Anodising

Rear Brake Protection Kit made of billet aluminium 
with black finishing, embraces and protects the rear 
brake pump of your V9 with elegance and style.

REAR BRAKE PROTECTION KIT

2B003378
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In precious fabric and leather finishing, these bags 
can be easily and quickly applied on the vehicle 
thanks to Fast Click release system. Needs Fast Click 
specific mounting support.

These quick release side bags are made of made of cordura 
with leather inserts, are weather resistant and are equipped 
with a quick release and safe locking system, useful on 
everything from daily trips to long trips. Comes with carrying 
strap. Installation requires fast Click mounting supports.

QUICK RELEASE TOURING SIDE BAGSQUICK RELEASE CANVAS SIDE BAG 

2S000907 2S000731

This semi-rigid rear bag mounts easily to the rear 
rack and is made of a perfect balance of leather and 
technical textile panels.

REAR SEMI RIGID BAG

2B003372

These sidebag supports were developed in conjun-
ction with the vehicle and are necessary to mount 
the sidebags. Black finish, streamlined and styled 
with the bike. These maintain the vehicle’s looks and 
allow the use of all Moto Guzzi quick release side 
bags.

SIDE BAGS SUPPORT

2S000887

OHLINS RACER SHOCK ABSORBERS

These shock absorbers give your V7 an unmistakable 
Racing look and a roadholding comparable to 
professional Sport motorbikes.

606669M

Enhance the racing spirit and cafe racer style of 
your V7 with these Moto Guzzi red shock absorber 
springs.

RED SHOCK ABSORBER SPRINGS

2S000906

A small luggage rack in black painted metal. It is 
designed to attach the tool bag, but is also perfect 
for your next trip.

SMALL LUGGAGE RACK

2S000256

These billet aluminium rear shock absorber covers 
dress up the rear part of V7. Not compatible with the 
sidebag mounting racks or luggage rack.

REAR SHOCK ABSORBER COVERS

2S000811
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Center stand in treated and powder painted steel, 
made to withstand all weather conditions. Designed 
and manufactured to the most rigorous safety and 
resistance standards. Kit comes complete with 
all mountings and fasteners as well as fitting in-
structions.

CENTRAL STAND

2S000913

MGMP is the new device that allows you to connect 
your smartphone to the motorcycle, turning it to 
a real multimedia platform. Needs installation kit 
2S000912.

Tailor-made motorcycle cover for inside use to 
protect against dust, intended for use during long 
periods of storing the bike in a garage. It is made of 
stretch fabric with special graphics.

USB socket with bracket for installation under the 
saddle, to recharge the electronic media, does not 
allow dialogue with the electronic devices of the 
vehicle.

V7 BIKE COVER

USB SOCKET

This electronic antitheft system protect your vehicle. 
The electronic box is very small and packed with 
advanced technology, and allow an easy and invisible 
installation. This system has a battery backup and 
a very low power drain. Includes a remote control. 
need mounting kit.

ANTITHEFT SYSTEM

MOTO GUZZI MULTIMEDIA
PLATFORM

606522M
2S000912 installation kit

606423M
2S000978 installation kit

895729

2S000983

“SHAPE” BIKE COVER

Tailor-made motorcycle cover for inside use to 
protect against dust, intended for use during long 
periods of storing the bike in a garage. It is made of 
stretch fabric with special graphics.

606028M0002

Tailor-made motorcycle cover for inside use to 
protect against dust, intended for use during long 
periods of storing the bike in a garage. It is made of 
stretch fabric with special graphics.

“EAGLE” BIKE COVER

606028M0001



SKETCHBIKE



SKETCHBIKE
KIT
Three accessory kits to make every V7 III unique. three reference designs inspired by “made 
in Mandello” history, sports heritage and stylistic tradition. Those parts designed, developed 
and manufactured by Moto Guzzi, perfectly interchangeable with the originals and fully 
approved. Accessory Kits dedicated to the Moto Guzzi V7 III made up of 4 accessories (fuel 
tank, top fairing, tail fairing and side panels) and available in 3 configurations inspired by as 
many moods. 

STRIPES KIT - with a sporty spirit - pays tribute to Moto Guzzi’s glorious sport 
racing history. 

CLASSIC GREEN KIT - with a classic mood- is stylistically inspired by the historical 
color schemes and graphics,  reinterpreting them in a modern key.

BLACK & RED KIT- in vintage style - draws inspiration from the legendary Dondolino, 
honouring the heritage of the Mandello-based manufacturer and one of the models that 
made motorcycling history.



Stripes kit - with a sporty spirit - pays tribute to Moto Guzzi’s glorious sport racing history, with the number 
29 on the side panels, infact, it celebrates the victory of Omobono Tenni in the 6 days of the 1937 Tourist 
Trophy. 607029M Solo Saddle to be ordered separately support 2S000899 is needed.

*Not compatible with V7 III Night Pack

CM304102 

STRIPES KIT*



In vintage style - draws inspiration from the legendary Dondolino, honouring the heritage of the Mandello-
based manufacturer and one of the models that made motorcycling history, it reminds us of Moto Guzzi’s 
glorious victories throughout the ’40s and ’50s in the Swiss and Spanish Grand Prix, as well as in the numerous 
Italian and French championships. 607029M Solo Saddle to be ordered separately .

*Not compatible with V7 III Night Pack

CM304101 

BLACK & RED KIT*



With a classic mood – is stylistically inspired by the color schemes and graphics of yesteryear, reinterpreting 
them in a modern key. This kit draws its inspiration from the typical ’30s and ‘40s color schemes and the 
graphics of those days with gold threading and a black band reminiscent of the knee guards used on the fuel 
tanks of that era. Modern Gentleman Racers will not be able to deny their attraction. 607029M Solo Saddle to 
be ordered separately.

*Not compatible with V7 III Night Pack

CM304103

CLASSIC GREEN KIT*



Give free rein to your creativity! 
With the raw components set, you can customize your V7 III exactly as you wish. Front fairing, seat cover, tank 
and side panels, without surface finishes, are a perfect “white sheet” as a starting point for a customization 
specialist. 607029M Solo Saddle to be ordered separately.

*Not compatible with V7 III Night Pack

CM304104 

RAW KIT*
RAW KIT*
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607114M  TOURING PACK

A wide range of accessories, 
designed by Moto Guzzi

607115M  TOURING PACK +
607118M

607116M

V85 TT KIT

URBAN PACK

SPORT ADVENTURE PACK

The Touring Pack enhances comfort and ease of use 
during travel experiences. It consists of an aluminum 
top box and side cases, internal bags and a central 
stand. The Touring Pack Plus instead adds to the 
vehicle the windshield, the engine guard, the led 
fog lamp and the Moto Guzzi Mia device (with 
installation kits needed).

For those who want to drive the V85TT everyday, 
Moto Guzzi has created an Urban Pack consisting of 
Urban side lateral bags, central stand, electronic 
anti-theft and Moto Guzzi MIA device. Daily home-
office ride will be an everyday adventure!

For the lovers of strong emotions and the off-road 
world, the Sport Adventure Pack offers in a single 
solution a pack of accessories to accentuate the 
sport and off-road features such as the Moto Guzzi 
Sport exhaust, adjustable single shock absorber,  
foldable mirrors and the engine guard.

The V85 TT was designed to be fitted with a range of 
original accessories, designed to highlight the various 
spirits. All accessories are conceived, designed and 
produced by Moto Guzzi. They are all homologated and 
subjected to strict control test cycles just like any other 
original part on the bike in order to guarantee a long-
lasting and high-quality product. 
Moto Guzzi offers three different accessory packs, each 
of which can also be purchased individually.

- Touring Pack, in two versions (Standard and plus) 
- Sport Adventure Pack 
- Urban Pack

TOURING PACK
& TOURING PACK +

*European model shown. Red is not 
available in the US.

*European model shown. Matte Blue 
is not available in the US.
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CNC alluminum lever with better ergonomics, full 
adjustable in 4 positions, ensures maximum comfort 
and level of customization.

This electronic antitheft system protects your vehi-
cle. The electronic box is very small and packed with 
advanced technology and allows an easy and invisi-
ble installation. This system has a battery backup and 
a very low power drain. Includes a remote control. It 
needs mounting kit sold separately.

BRAKE LEVER ELECTRONIC ANTITHEFTH

CNC alluminum lever with better ergonomics, full adju-
stable in 4 positions, ensures maximum comfort and 
level of customization.

Protect your tank with this adhesive aesthetic kit that 
gives your V85TT an original look.

CLUTCH LEVER TANK PROTECTION

606452M Alluminium
606441M Black

606453M Alluminium
606440M Black

607097M 

TOURING WINDSCREEN ADDITIONAL LED FOGLAMPS

Your travels will always be comfortable and relaxing 
thanks to this windscreen able to protect widely from 
the elements.

Your road will always be illuminated with these 
simple but technological spotlights for V85 TT.

2S001424 2S001169 2S0012834

Ride on the most difficult roads simply by folding 
the mirrors, in order to avoid possible contacts or 
breakages.

Your V85 TT will not fear any obstacle thanks to this 
robust and muscular protection.

FOLDABLE MIRRORS ENGINE GUARD

1D001770 elettronic antitheft tbd

2S001437 Installation kit elettronic antitheft tbd  

607113M 
2S001323 Installation kit
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DASHBORD INFO

SMARTPHONE INFO

• Navigation: through a special section of the app 
you can search and set the destination of your trip. 
Once the navigation is activated and the Bluetooth 
connection between the control unit and the 
smartphone is activated, all the travel directions 
in the form of pictograms will be displayed on 
the dedicated TFT tools page including the speed 
limits of the road traveled.

• Call management (Accept / reject incoming call, 
name / number displayed)

• Recall the last missed call

• Music management (playlist, volume, etc.)

• Intercom between passenger and rider by 
coupling the standard Bluetooth headphones to 
the vehicle

• Speedometer, rpm indicator, engine power 
and torque, instantaneous and average fuel 
consumption, average speed, battery voltage, 
longitudinal acceleration and extended on-board 
computer: these are just some of the features 
available.

• The “ECO RIDE” function guides you to achieve 
optimal fuel consumption with eco-friendly driving 
behavior.

• You can store all the trip data and review it later 
on your computer.

• If the fuel is low, the system automatically informs 
you which petrol stations are closest to you and 
guides you to what you have chosen on the map.

• Automatically memorizes the last position of 
the vehicle before the engine is switched off 
and provides indications if you forget where the 
vehicle was parked

Moto Guzzi MIA allows the pilot to connect, via Bluetooth, his 
smartphone (iOS or Android) to the on-board electronics of the 
bike. The Bluetooth headset / helmet must also be connected 
to use all the infotainment functions. The system will show this 
information directly on the dashboard (keeping the smartphone in 
your pocket) and can manage it safely using the “mode” button.

607060M Moto Guzzi Mia installation kit

607100M Moto Guzzi Mia device
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CENTRAL STAND URBAN CASES SET

Leave your V85TT is a safe and stable position 
with a central stand easy to be use on any kind of 
conditions.

Pair of side cases made of high-strength Nylon with 
aluminum inserts, they are the ideal solution for the daily 
use of the bike. They are ensured to the vehicle through 
a lock and thanks to the integrated support, they can be 
easily removed leaving the design of the bike unaltered.  
The suitcases are equipped with a handle to facilitate 
transport. Load capacity: Right 37 Lt; Left 27.5 Lt.

MOTO GUZZI SPORT 
EXHAUSTH SYSTEM

The agressive look of this exhausth system, with 
lasered Moto Guzzi logo, match perfectly with the 
racing sound.

2S001339 

COMFORT SADDLES

.Challange the longest ride in maximum comfort, 
using a saddle in technical compound. Available in 3 
different heights.

Improve the vehicle performance thanks to a perect 
setting in any riding conditions.

ADJUSTABLE SHOCK ABSORBER

2S001396 607057M Front

607058M Rear 

2S001371 Standard

2S001369 High

2S001370 Low  

Your V85TT will face any kind of difficulties thanks 
to this protection dedicated to the iconic Moto Guzzi 
transmission system.

CARDAN SHAFT PROTECTION

 2S001231 2S001322 2S0013544

Improve grip and brake control during offroad use.

OFFROAD BRAKE PEDAL

 2S001391 

SPORT-ADVENTURE TIRES

The perfect tires to reach the destination with your 
V85 TT .
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Panniers made in aluminum with a thickness of 
1.5mm, ultra-resistant and spacious (LEFT 33LTS, 
RIGHT 38LTS), they are powder painting coated to 
offer maximum protection and durability. They are 
ensured to the vehicle by a lock system with a special 
security key and they can be easily removed in a 
few seconds. Additional locks are supplied so that 
can be used only one key for side cases and the 48 
LT top box. The opening from the top facilitates the 
loading. The internal bags are sold separately. 100% 
Made in Italy. Side bags support 2S001342 needed. 
Main Features: easy remove System, top openings 
and loading, Moto Guzzi key lock personalization,  
ABS Hinger cover, monokey (Pannier and top Box), 
hermetic closure to stop water and dust, safe lock 
system.

ALUMINIUM SIDE BAGS

Top Case made in aluminum with a thickness of 
1.5mm, ultra-resistant and spacious (48LT) , it’s 
powder painting coated to offer maximum protection 
and durability. It’s ensured to the vehicle by a lock 
system with a special security key and they can be 
easily removed in a few seconds. It is supplied with 
stainless steel mounting plate. 100% made in Italy. 
Main Features: hermetic closure to stop water and 
dust, Moto Guzzi key lock personalization, monokey 
(Pannier and top Box), easy remove System, ABS 
Hinger cover.

ALUMINIUM TOP BOX

2S001302

2S001301

Side supports kit necessary for aluminium side cases.

SIDE SUPPORTS KIT FOR
ALUMINIUM SIDE CASES SET

2S001342
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600D polyester black bags with the Moto Guzzi 
logo featuring practical handles for easy storage in 
aluminium topbox.

INNER BAG FOR ALUMINIUM 
TOP BOX

607065M

600D polyester black bags with the Moto Guzzi 
logo featuring practical handles for easy storage in 
aluminium suitcases and topbox.

INNER BAGS FOR ALUMINIUM 
SIDE CASES

607064M Pair



LONE RIDER
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This premium reservoir cover is made of billet alumi-
num and dresses up the V9 handlebar controls  and 
can be easily mounted without opening the reservoir.

FRONT BRAKE RESERVOIR COVER

2S000817 Natural Anodising

2S000927 Black Anodising

MIRROR HOLDER HOLE COVERS

These V9 mirror hole blockoff plates are made of 
billet aluminum to dress up the handlebar area. These 
covers are the for those owners who have switched 
out to the bar end mirrors 2B003373.

2S000807 Natural Anodising

2S000926 Black Anodising

Aesthetic Cover. Laser cutting and folding to be 
integrated with the head lamp. Moto Guzzi logo.

STEEL HEADLAMP FRAME 

2S000825

Laser cutting and folding. Quick and easy to fit. 
Moto Guzzi logo.

FORK LOWER PLATE COVER

2S000826

Made in billet aluminum. Premium CNC manufacture. 
It improves the quality of the design of the front part 
of the bike and increases the stability effect of the 
ride.

FRONT FORK BRACE

2S000813

These billet aluminum adjustable bar end mirrors 
dress up the V9 handlebars thanks to an elegant sha-
pe and offer a wide possibility of adjustments.

EXTERNAL REAR MIRRORS

2B003373 Natural Anodising

2S000923 Black Anodising

BOBBER FLYSCREEN

This flyscreen is designed to work with the elegant 
Bobber shape, and gives better ride comfort thanks 
to better aerodynamic protection. Black mounting 
hardware.  DOT & TUV homologated.

2S000732

These handgrips are made of billet aluminum with 
rubber inserts, dress up the V9 cockpit and improve 
the safety and comfort.

ALUMINIUM HANDGRIPS

2S000810 Natural Anodising

2S000935 Black Anodising



Live the incredible riing experience of your Bobber 
Sport with anyone you want thanks to this kit that 
include passenger belt, footboards supports and 
rear saddle.

PASSENGER KIT

2S001320
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606471M

BLACK TANK

Only with this total black tank You can complete the 
Dark Soul style, reflecting the strenghness and deter-
mination of your Moto Guzzi.

SLIM ALUMINIUM SIDE PANELS

2S001081

Slim aluminum side panels to give your Moto Guzzi 
a light and rich style.

BLACK UNDERSEAT PANNELS

Side panels in black color to complete Dark Soul look 
of the vehicle.

2S000895

Satin aluminum side panels give the central body of 
the vehicle a precious look with premium materials 
and finishing.

SATIN UNDERSEAT PANNELS

2S000890
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This header wrap is the perfect companion for the 
Bobber exhaust system, improving the aggressive and 
performance look of the vehicle.

BANDAGES TAPES BLACK

605993M
606014M Copper

Rear Brake Protection Kit made of billet aluminum 
with black finishing, embraces and protects the rear 
brake pump of your V9 with elegance and style.

REAR BRAKE PROTECTION

2B003378

REAR BRAKE RESERVOIR COVER

Rear brake reservoir cover made of billet aluminum, 
dresses up the side of the V9.

2S000818 Natural Anodising

2S000931 Black Anodising

Extra wide brake lever peg made of billet aluminum, 
increase safety when using the rear brake lever and 
at the same time enhances design and richness of the 
V9.

BRAKE LEVER PAD

2S000812 Natural Anodising

2S000932 Black Anodising
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ANTITHEFT SYSTEM

MGMP is the new device that allows you to connect 
your smartphone to the motorcycle, turning it to 
a real multimedia platform. Needs installation kit 
2S000759.

This electronic antitheft system protect your V9. 
The electronic box is very small and packed with 
advanced technology, and allow an easy and invisible 
installation. This system has a battery backup and a 
very low power drain. Includes a remote control. It 
needs installation kit 2S000758.

GUZZI MULTIMEDIA PLATFORM

606408M
2S000759  installation kit

606423M
2S000758 installation kit

PASSENGER FOOTPEGS COVER

Billet footpeg covers made of billet aluminum, with a 
nicer, more elegant look and a more stable and safe 
contact with the V9 during riding, thanks to its grippy 
knurled surface.

2S000809

FORWARD FOOTPEGS

This kit gives a different ergonomic and ride positio-
ning, to let your Moto Guzzi fit exactly your needs 
and style. For MY17 only.

2S001055

Billet footpeg covers made of billet aluminum, with a 
nicer, more elegant look and a more stable and safe 
contact with the V9 during riding, thanks to its grippy 
knurled surface.

FOOTPEGS COVER

2B003376 Natural Anodising

2S000933 Black Anodising

Tankbag and tank cover made of premium leather, 
this kit considerably increases the luggage capacity, 
perfectly matching the Bobber shape and allowing 
long rides in full comfort.

TANK COVER WITH 
TANK SEMIRIGID BAG

2S000729

This black rear rack improve the elegant shape of V9 
and is needed to support the rear top box.

BLACK REAR RACK

2S000819*

*compatible with Solo and Low Ride saddles

BOBBER REAR BAG

This Bobber semi-rigid rear bag mounts easily to the 
rear rack and is made of a perfect balance of leather 
and technical textile panels.

2B003369



UNIQUE AND
IRRESISTIBLE
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The Dark Soul of V9 reach the top with this aesthetic 
detail that complete the strong and determined style 
of the front of Your motorcycle.

CONTROL PANEL COVER 

The Dark Soul of V9 reach the top with this aesthetic 
detail that complete the strong and determined style 
of the front of Your motorcycle.

BLACK HEADLAMP FRAME

2S000946

Aesthetic Cover. Laser cutting and folding to be 
integrated with the head lamp. Moto Guzzi logo.

STEEL HEADLAMP FRAME 

2S000825

BOBBER FLYSCREEN

This flyscreen is designed to work with the elegant 
Bobber shape, and gives better ride comfort thanks 
to better aerodynamic protection. Black mounting 
hardware.  DOT & TUV homologated.

2S000732 2B003374
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Laser cutting and folding. Quick and easy to fit. 
Moto Guzzi logo.

FORK LOWER PLATE COVER

2S000826

These adjustable billet aluminium levers dress up the 
V9 handlebar area and increase the safety level.

FRONT BRAKE LEVER

Rubber boot to protect the fork stanchions on 
your V9 from dust, road residue and anything else 
you may encounter on your adventures. The code 
corresponds to one dust boot: two pieces must be 
ordered.

Made in billet aluminium. Premium CNC manufacture. 
It improves the quality of the design of the front part 
of the bike and increases the stability effect of the 
ride.

RUBBER FORK STANCHION 
DUST BOOTS

FRONT FORK BRACE

These billet aluminium frame screw covers transform 
the V9 frame connection area.

Improve the Black soul total look of Your V9 with a 
dedicated front mudguard in line with vehicle style.

FRAME SCREWS COVER

BLACK FRON MUDGUARDBLACK REAR MUDGUARDFRONT CLUTCH LEVER

Improve the Black soul total look of Your V9 with a 
dedicated rear mudguard in line with vehicle style.

These adjustable billet aluminium levers dress up the 
V9 handlebar area and increase the safety level.

606630M2S000925 Black Anodising

2S000815 Natural Anodising

2S000924 Black Anodising

2S000814 Natural Anodising

2S000929 Black Anodising 
2B003375 Natural Anodising

606688M2S000813

606631M
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SLIM ALUMINIUM SIDE PANELS

Satin aluminium side panels give the central body of 
the vehicle a precious look with premium materials 
and finishing.

SATIN UNDERSEAT PANNELS

This premium reservoir cover is made of billet alumi-
nium and dresses up the V9 handlebar controls  and 
can be easily mounted without opening the reservoir.

2S001081

Slim aluminium side panels to give your Moto Guzzi 
a light and rich style.

These V9 mirror hole blockoff plates are made of bil-
let aluminium to dress up the handlebar area. These 
covers are the for those owners who have switched 
out to the bar end mirrors 2S000923.

These fork cap covers are made of billet aluminium 
and dress up the V9 fork top plate.

FRONT BRAKE RESERVOIR COVER MIRROR HOLDER HOLE COVERS FORK TOP CAPS COVER

These handgrips are made of billet aluminium with 
rubber inserts, dress up the V9 cockpit and improve 
the safety and comfort.

These billet aluminium adjustable bar end mirrors dress 
up the V9 handlebars thanks to an elegant shape and 
offer a wide possibility of adjustments.

ALUMINIUM HANDGRIPS EXTERNAL REAR MIRRORSBLACK UNDERSEAT PANNELS

Side panels in black color to complete Dark Soul look 
of the vehicle.

2S000895
2S000890

2S000927 Black Anodising 
2S000817 Natural Anodising

2S000926 Black Anodising

2S000807 Natural Anodising

2S000928 Black Anodising

2B003377 Natural Anodising

2S000935 Black Anodising

2S000810 Natural Anodising 2S000923 Black Anodising

2B003373 Natural Anodising 
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This voltage regulator and horn cover is made of 
billet aluminium with satin treatment and gives a rich 
and elegant finishing highlighting the slim and sinuo-
us shape of the V9.

VOLTAGE REGULATOR AND 
HORN COVER

Exhaust flange accent cover made of laser cut steel, 
adds some extra elegance and originality to the 
exhaust flange of your V9.  

This billet aluminium locking gas cap gives peace 
of mind and dresses up the V9 tank design.  Comes 
with two keys.

EXHAUST TUBES RING BOLT COVERSTANK CUP WITH KEY LOCK

606471M 2S000808

2B0033812S000934 Black Anodising

2S000772 Natural Anodising

BLACK TANK

Only with this total black tank You can complete the 
Dark Soul style, reflecting the strenghness and deter-
mination of your Moto Guzzi.
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This header wrap is the perfect companion for the 
Bobber exhaust system, improving the aggressive and 
performance look of the vehicle.

BANDAGES TAPES BLACK

605993M
606014M Copper

EXHAUST HOMOLOGATED 
BOBBER SLIP ON

This Bobber slip-on exhaust system is painted in an 
aggressive matt black and enhances the sound of the 
unmistakable twin made in Mandello.

2S000930 Black Anodising 
2B003379 Natural Anodising

CYLINDER PROTECTIONS KITS

These cylinder head protection kits are made of billet 
aluminium, protect the cylinder heads and enhance 
the black total look of V9 Bobber.

2B003370

RED PAINTED CYLINDER 
HEADS COVERS

606804M

Elegant painted cylinder heads covers, with special 
processes performed in milling, they represent a 
special element of customization to the vehicle.
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These billet aluminium rear shock absorber covers 
dress up the rear part of Bobber. Not compatible 
with the sidebag mounting racks or luggage rack.

REAR SHOCK ABSORBER COVER

2S000811

PASSENGER FOOTPEGS COVER

Billet footpeg covers made of billet aluminium, with a 
nicer, more elegant look and a more stable and safe 
contact with the V9 during riding, thanks to its grippy 
knurled surface.

2S000809

REARSET FOOTPEGS

Extra wide brake lever peg made of billet aluminium, 
increase safety when using the rear brake lever and 
at the same time enhances design and richness of 
the V9.

This kit gives a different ergonomic and ride positio-
ning, to let your Moto Guzzi fit exactly your needs 
and style. For MY16 only.

BRAKE LEVER PAD

FORWARD FOOTPEGS

This kit gives a different ergonomic and ride positio-
ning, to let your Moto Guzzi fit exactly your needs 
and style. For MY17 only.

2S001055

2S000932 Black Anodising  
2S000812 Natural Anodising

2S001054 - Only for MY16

Rear Brake Protection Kit made of billet aluminium 
with black finishing, embraces and protects the rear 
brake pump of your V9 with elegance and style.

Billet footpeg covers made of billet aluminium, with a 
total black look enhance the aggressive style thanks 
to its grippy knurled surface.

REAR BRAKE PROTECTION

BLACK FOOTPEGS COVER

Rear brake reservoir cover made of billet aluminium, 
dresses up the side of the V9.

REAR BRAKE RESERVOIR COVER

2B003378

2S000933 Black Anodising

2B003376 Natural Anodising

2S000931 Black Anodising  
2S000818 Natural Anodising
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BOBBER REAR BAG

This Bobber semi-rigid rear bag mounts easily to the 
rear rack and is made of a perfect balance of leather 
and technical textile panels.

2B003369

Tankbag and tank cover made of premium leather, 
this kit considerably increases the luggage capacity, 
perfectly matching the Bobber shape and allowing 
long rides in full comfort.

TANK COVER WITH 
TANK SEMIRIGID BAG

2S000729

The passenger comfort saddle gives a richer, sportier 
look to the vehicle and at the same time increase 
comfort thanks to a specific compound that impro-
ves riding comfort.

“LOW RIDE” PASSENGER SEAT

The rider comfort saddle gives a richer, sportier look 
to the vehicle and at the same time increase comfort 
thanks to a specific compound that improves riding 
comfort.

“LOW RIDE” RIDER SEAT

2S0007382S000737
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These quick release side bags are made of made of 
cordura with leather inserts, are weather resistant 
and are equipped with a quick release and safe 
locking system, useful on everything from daily trips 
to long trips.  Comes with carrying strap.  Installation 
requires mounting support 2S000723 for all Bobber.

TOURING SIDE BAGS

2S000731

ANTITHEFT SYSTEM

MGMP is the new device that allows you to connect 
your smartphone to the motorcycle, turning it to 
a real multimedia platform. Needs installation kit 
2S000759.

This electronic antitheft system protect your V9. 
The electronic box is very small and packed with 
advanced technology, and allow an easy and invisible 
installation. This system has a battery backup and a 
very low power drain. Includes a remote control. It 
needs installation kit 2S000758.

GUZZI MULTIMEDIA PLATFORMBLACK REAR RACK BOBBER

This black rear rack improve the elegant shape of 
V9 and is needed to support the rear top box. cod. 
For MY16 models and Low-Ride saddles use cod. 
2S000724.

2S001122 606408M
2S000759 installation kit

606423M
2S000758 installation kit

These quick release side bags are made of made 
of premium Italian leather, are equipped with a 
quick release and safe locking system, useful on 
everything from daily trips to long trips. Comes with 
carrying strap. Installation requires mounting support 
2S000723 for all V9.

PREMIUM LEATHER SIDE BAGS

These sidebag supports were developed in conjunction 
with the V9 and are necessary to mount the sidebags.  
Black finish, streamlined and styled with the bike. The-
se maintain the vehicle’s looks and allow the use of all 
Moto Guzzi quick release side bags dedicated to V9.
*Not compatible with ohlins shock absorbers

SIDE BAGS SUPPORT*

2S000522

2S0009072S000723

In precious fabric and leather finishing, these bags 
can be easily and quickly applied on the vehicle 
thanks to Fast Click release system. Needs Fast Click 
specific mounting support.

QUICK RELEASE CANVAS SIDE BAG 
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Aesthetic Cover. Laser cutting and folding to be 
integrated with the head lamp. Moto Guzzi logo.

Rubber boot to protect the fork stanchions on your 
V9 from dust, road residue and anything else you may 
encounter on your adventures. The code corresponds 
to one dust boot: two pieces must be ordered.

Made in billet aluminium. Premium CNC manufacture. 
It improves the quality of the design of the front part 
of the bike and increases the stability effect of the ride.

This premium reservoir cover is made of billet alumi-
nium and dresses up the V9 handlebar controls  and 
can be easily mounted without opening the reservoir.

STEEL HEADLAMP FRAME RUBBER FORK STANCHION 
DUST BOOTS

FRONT FORK BRACE FRONT BRAKE RESERVOIR COVER

2S000825 606688M2S000813

The Dark Soul of V9 reach the top with this aesthetic 
detail that complete the strong and determined style 
of the front of Your motorcycle.

Laser cutting and folding. Quick and easy to fit. 
Moto Guzzi logo.

Touring sized windshield with shockproof and scra-
tch resistant Lexan sheet, stable and aerodynamic 
for a perfect riding comfort, maintaining the transpa-
rency and gloss characteristics unaltered over time.

These billet aluminium riser caps dress up the Roa-
mer handlebar area. Sold as a pair.

BLACK HEADLAMP FRAME FORK LOWER PLATE COVER
 
TOURING WINDSCREEN HANDLEBAR RISER COVER

2S000946 2S0008262S001042 2B003380

2S000817 Natural Anodising

2S000927 Black Anodising
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These fork cap covers are made of billet aluminium 
and dress up the V9 fork top plate.

These adjustable billet aluminium levers dress up the 
V9 handlebar area and increase the safety level.

FORK TOP CAPS COVERFRONT BRAKE LEVER

These billet aluminium frame screw covers transform 
the V9 frame connection area.

These billet aluminium adjustable bar end mirrors 
dress up the V9 handlebars thanks to an elegant sha-
pe and offer a wide possibility of adjustments.

FRAME SCREWS COVEREXTERNAL REAR MIRRORS

This billet aluminium locking gas cap gives peace of 
mind and dresses up the V9 tank design.  Comes with 
two keys.

These handgrips are made of billet aluminium with 
rubber inserts, dress up the V9 cockpit and improve 
the safety and comfort.

TANK CUP WITH KEY LOCKALUMINIUM HANDGRIPS

MIRROR HOLDER HOLE COVERSFRONT CLUTCH LEVER

These V9 mirror hole blockoff plates are made of bil-
let aluminium to dress up the handlebar area. These 
covers are the for those owners who have switched 
out to the bar end mirrors 2B003373.

These adjustable billet aluminium levers dress up the 
V9 handlebar area and increase the safety level.

2S000815 Natural Anodising

2S000925 Black Anodising

2B003373 Natural Anodising

2S000923 Black Anodising

2S000810 Natural Anodising

2S000935 Black Anodising

2S000814 Natural Anodising

2S000924 Black Anodising

2S000807 Natural Anodising

2S000926 Black Anodising

2B003377 Natural Anodising

2S000928 Black Anodising

2S000772 Natural Anodising

2S000934 Black Anodising

2B003375 Natural Anodising

2S000929 Black Anodising
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This voltage regulator and horn cover is made of 
billet aluminium with satin treatment and gives a rich 
and elegant finishing highlighting the slim and sinuo-
us shape of the V9.

VOLTAGE REGULATOR AND 
HORN COVER

2S000808

CYLINDER PROTECTIONS KITS

These cylinder head protection kits are made of billet 
aluminium, protect the cylinder heads and adds an 
elegant and exclusive touch to the V9 shape.

2B003379 Natural Anodising

2S000930 Black Anodising

Exhaust flange accent cover made of laser cut steel, 
adds some extra elegance and originality to the 
exhaust flange of your V9.  

EXHAUST TUBES RING BOLT COVERS

2B003381

RED PAINTED CYLINDER 
HEADS COVERS

606804M

Elegant painted cylinder heads covers, with special 
processes performed in milling, they represent a 
special element of customization to the vehicle.
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REARSET FOOTPEGS

This kit gives a different ergonomic and ride positio-
ning, to let your Moto Guzzi fit exactly your needs 
and style. For MY16 only.

2S001054 - Only for MY16

Rear Brake Protection Kit made of billet aluminium 
with black finishing, embraces and protects the rear 
brake pump of your V9 with elegance and style.

REAR BRAKE PROTECTION

2B003378

Extra wide brake lever peg made of billet aluminium, 
increase safety when using the rear brake lever and 
at the same time enhances design and richness of the 
V9.

BRAKE LEVER PADREAR BRAKE RESERVOIR COVER

Rear brake reservoir cover made of billet aluminium, 
dresses up the side of the V9.

2S000818 Natural Anodising

2S000931 Black Anodising

2S000812 Natural Anodising

2S000932 Black Anodising
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REAR BAG

This semi-rigid rear bag mounts easily to the rear 
rack and is made of a perfect balance of leather and 
technical textile panels.

2B003369

The passenger comfort saddle gives a richer, sportier 
look to the vehicle and at the same time increase 
comfort thanks to a specific compound that impro-
ves riding comfort.

“LOW RIDE” PASSENGER SEAT

2S000738

Tankbag and tank cover made of premium leather, 
this kit considerably increases the luggage capacity, 
perfectly matching the Bobber shape and allowing 
long rides in full comfort.

TANK COVER WITH 
TANK SEMIRIGID BAG

2S000729

PASSENGER FOOTPEGS COVER

Billet footpeg covers made of billet aluminium, with a 
nicer, more elegant look and a more stable and safe 
contact with the V9 during riding, thanks to its grippy 
knurled surface.

2S000809

Billet footpeg covers made of billet aluminium, with a 
nicer, more elegant look and a more stable and safe 
contact with the V9 during riding, thanks to its grippy 
knurled surface.

FOOTPEGS COVER

2B003376 Natural Anodising

2S000933 Black Anodising

The rider comfort saddle gives a richer, sportier look 
to the vehicle and at the same time increase comfort 
thanks to a specific compound that improves riding 
comfort.

This saddle enhance the riding pleasure thanks to an 
incredible finishing and a soft seat compound. You 
will have a full Moto Guzzi experience also on long 
distance ride

“LOW RIDE” RIDER SEATCOMFORT SADDLE

2S0007372S001044

FORWARD FOOTPEGS

This kit gives a different ergonomic and ride positio-
ning, to let your Moto Guzzi fit exactly your needs 
and style. For MY17 only.

2S001055
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These quick release side bags are made of made of 
cordura with leather inserts, are weather resistant 
and are equipped with a quick release and safe 
locking system, useful on everything from daily trips 
to long trips.  Comes with carrying strap.  Installation 
requires mounting support 2S000723 for all Bobber.

TOURING SIDE BAGS

2S000731

These quick release side bags are made of made 
of premium Italian leather, are equipped with a 
quick release and safe locking system, useful on 
everything from daily trips to long trips. Comes with 
carrying strap. Installation requires mounting support 
2S000723 for all V9.

SIDE BAGS SUPPORT

PREMIUM LEATHER SIDE BAGS

These sidebag supports were developed in conjunction 
with the V9 and are necessary to mount the sidebags.  
Black finish, streamlined and styled with the bike. The-
se maintain the vehicle’s looks and allow the use of all 
Moto Guzzi quick release side bags dedicated to V9.

2S000723

2S000522

2S000907

In precious fabric and leather finishing, these bags 
can be easily and quickly applied on the vehicle 
thanks to Fast Click release system. Needs Fast Click 
specific mounting support.

QUICK RELEASE CANVAS SIDE BAG 
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SISSYBAR BACK REST

Back rest easy to install on the rear rack rack 2S001045, 
comfortable and sturdy to offer maximum comfort to 
passengers during the most challenging journeys.  
Padded cushions to be purchased separately:  
2B001793000C2 to match standard saddle 
2B001793000C3 to match accessory saddle 2S001044 

2S001046

ANTITHEFT SYSTEM

MGMP is the new device that allows you to connect 
your smartphone to the motorcycle, turning it to 
a real multimedia platform. Needs installation kit 
2S000759.

This electronic antitheft system protect your V9. 
The electronic box is very small and packed with 
advanced technology, and allow an easy and invisible 
installation. This system has a battery backup and a 
very low power drain. Includes a remote control. It 
needs installation kit 2S000758.

GUZZI MULTIMEDIA PLATFORM

606408M
2S000759 installation kit

606423M
2S000758installation kit

This black rear rack improve the elegant shape of 
Roamer and is needed to support the rear top box.

Rear rack made of chromed tube with integrated 
passenger handles. Designed by Moto Guzzi it 
perfectly fit with the look of the vehicle. 

BLACK REAR RACK ROAMER TOURING REAR RACK

PADDED CUSHIONS STANDARD 
SADDLE

2S001045

2B001793000C2

PADDED CUSHIONS ACCESSORY 
SADDLE

2B001793000C3

2S000819*

*compatible with Solo and Low Ride saddles



SEDUCING 
THE NIGHT
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Adjustable through four spans to achieve your ideal 
riding position, this bespoke billet aluminium brake 
lever is homologated for road use.

BLACK BRAKE LEVER 

2S000791

Adjustable through four spans to achieve your ideal 
riding position, this bespoke billet aluminium clutch 
lever is homologated for road use.

BLACK CLUTCH LEVER

2S000792

The extended flyscreen improves comfort and wind 
protection, while emphasising the unique look of the 
MGX-21.

These billet aluminium mirrors are homologated for 
road use and add the finishing touch to your MGX-21.

 
FLYSCREEN XL BLACK MIRRORS

2S000805 2S000790



219218 MGX-21

Add these high-quality, carbon fibre underseat panels 
to your MGX-21 for extra stand out.

This black anodised aluminium support integrates 
perfectly with the MGX-21 cockpit and is compatible 
with any smartphone or GPS holder.

CARBON FIBRE UNDERSEAT 
SIDE PANELS

GPS/SMARTPHONE SUPPORT

Form and function, these stainless steel and billet 
aluminium head protectors give added protection in 
the event of a fall and perfectly highlight the mighty 
V-twin engine.

Give to your Moto Guzzi even more presence with 
these street-legal, aluminium-bodied, LED riding 
lights. The low energy consumption and the small 
body are highlighting the premium tecnology of this 
accessory.

CYLINDER HEAD CRASH 
PROTECTORS

LED RIDING LIGHTS KIT 

Developped in a precious dark design, to deflect the 
heat and increase comfort, these black stainless steel 
shields are the most stylish way.

The MGX-21 is the ultimate stealth bike, but carbon 
fibre accessories like this tank top cover take it to 
another level. 

CYLINDER HEAD HEAT 
DEFLECTORS

CARBON FIBRE TANK TOP PANEL

2S000793

2S000361

2S000789 2S000360 2S000696

2S0008002S000799

CARBON INJECTOR COVERSBRAKE AND CLUTCH RESERVOIR 
COVERS

Show the world your great attention to detail with 
these carbon fibre injector covers.

Made from black anodised billet aluminium, these 
resevoir covers fit over the existing caps and comple-
ment the genuine accessory brake and clutch levers.

2S000741
2S000355 kit installazione / mounting kit
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This black anodised billet aluminium cover comple-
ments the footboard gear lever and completes the 
Dark Rider style.

Made from black anodised billet aluminium, these 
footpeg covers add extra attitude and style to your 
MGX-21.

GEAR SHIFT LEVER 
DECORATIVE TRIM

PASSENGER FOOTPEG COVERS

Special washers made of billet aluminium, black ano-
dizes, to personalize the style of your motorbike.

In billet aluminium, black anodized, are able to 
completely transform the look of MGX-21 and bring 
the riding experience to a next level in comfort and 
pleasure. Need installation kit and levers 606467M.

SWINGARM WASHERSRIDER FOOTBOARDS

Made from billet aluminium, with a black anodised 
finish, it customizes the look of the vehicle. Covers 
completely the body of the brake oil tank, without alte-
ring the functions. Easy to mount.

This black anodised billet aluminium cover comple-
ments the footboard rear brake lever and completes 
the Dark Rider style.

REAR BRAKE RESERVOIR COVERREAR BRAKE LEVER TRIM

2S000796

2S000801 2S000802

2S000797 2S000803 2S000804

2S0007952S000794

BLACK ANODIZED ALUMINIUM 
BRAKE PEDAL

RIDER FOOTPEG COVERS

The small things count the most and this black 
anodised billet aluminium brake pedal is the perfect 
complement for the MGX-21 Dark Rider style.

Made from black anodised billet aluminium, these 
footpeg covers add extra attitude and style to your 
MGX-21.
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SMALL LEATHER TOP BOX FOR
REAR RACK

Enhance your MGX-21 luggage capacity with this 
bespoke top box. Made from premium Italian leather, 
this easy to install top box features an embossed 
Moto Guzzi logo, aluminium buckles and  a remo-
vable rain cover.

2S000785

Large enough for the items you’ll need close to hand, 
this stylish tank bag made from premium Italian 
leather, adds a touch of stylish practicality to your 
MGX-21. Needs the leather tank cover 2S000524 for 
mounting.

LEATHER TANK BAG

2S000786

Let them know you’re packing 1,400cc of Moto Guzzi 
V-twin soul with this street-legal “SOUND” exhaust 
system.

STREET LEGAL “SOUND” EXHAUST

605993M 2S000740

BLACK EXHAUST HEAT TAPE

These black exhaust heat tapes enhance the street 
look of your MGX-21.
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Specifically designed to perfectly match the unique 
shape of your MGX-21, this carbon fibre rack replaces 
the passenger seat to give increased luggage capaci-
ty, or as a mount for the accessory leather top box.

SMALL CARBON FIBRE REAR RACK

Mirroring the shape of the standard seat, but made 
from memory foam upholstered with “Easy Touch” 
material, this comfort saddle not only looks great, 
but also lets you enjoy your MGX-21 on even longer 
journeys.

MEMORY FOAM RIDER SADDLE

With same features and benefit of rider accessory 
saddle, this memory foam passenger seat lets your 
passenger enjoy those longer jorneys as well.

MEMORY FOAM PASSENGER 
SADDLE

2S000699

2S000787 2S000788

2S000775 606454M

INDOOR BIKE COVERSOLO SEAT CARBON COVER

A bike as special as the MGX-21 shouldn’t be left 
exposed. This shape-forming cover perfectly hugs 
your Moto Guzzi, with or without accessories, to 
protect it when garage parked.

For the times when you would rather ride alone, this 
carbon fibre seat cowl mirrors the aggressive lines of 
MGX-21 and is easily fitted.



BORN 
BOLD
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Made of billet aluminium, black anodized, contribute 
with their clean but trendy design they add 
elegance to motorcycle look. Have to be mounted in 
replacement of handlebar ends.

Made of billet aluminium, black anodized, contribute 
with their clean but trendy design they add elegance 
to motorcycle look. The mirror cover, with his lowered 
stem, express the maximum of technology capability 
with some exclusive works performed on tree axes. 
They are approved for all countries.

EXTERNAL STEM MIRRORS
 “DARK”

SHORT STEM MIRRORS “DARK”

2S000330 2S000331

The Dark Soul of Audace reach the top with this 
aesthetic detail that complete the strong and deter-
mined style of the front of Your motorcycle.

Give to your Moto Guzzi even more presence with 
these street-legal, aluminium-bodied, LED riding 
lights. The low energy consumption and the small 
body are highlighting the premium tecnology of this 
accessory.

BLACK HEADLLAMP FRAME LED RIDING LIGHTS KIT 

2S000946 2S000741
2S000355 Mounting kit
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The “Round” handlebar ends, made in black anodized 
billet aluminium, achieve a perfect stylistic and 
aesthetic finishing.

HANDLEBAR ENDPIPES
“ROUND” BLACK

2S000336

Special covers of the brake pumps and clutch made 
from black anodized billet aluminium.

BLACK BRAKE AND CLUTCH 
RESERVOIR COVER

Made in black anodized billet aluminium, these 
covers are easy to be mounted and strongly fixed to 
the fork top stems thanks to to a small steel peg.

The “Corsa” handlebar ends, made in black anodized 
billet aluminium, achieving a perfect stylistic and 
aesthetic finishing.

BLACK FORK TOP CAPS COVER GRIPS ENDPIPES “CORSA” BLACK

Cover made from billet aluminium black anodized, 
applied on the horns they give a sportive look to the 
motorcycle.

Made from billet aluminium, black anodized, due to 
its consistency and adjustments, it elevates the dri-
ving comfort giving a stylish look to the motorcycle.

BLACK ALUMINIUM HORNS COVERS

CLUTCH LEVER “DARK” BLACK

2S000794

2S000338

606441M 606440M 606444M

2S0004622S000400

FRONT BRAKE LEVER “DARK” BLACK BLACK SWINGARM WASHERS

Made in billet aluminium, black anodized, due to con-
sistency and adjustability, elevate the driving comfort 
giving a stylish look to the motorcycle.

Special washers made of billet aluminium, black ano-
dizes, to personalize the style of your motorbike.
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Set of four aesthetic spacers made from billet alumi-
nium, to be mounted in place of the screws that hold 
the cover of the cylinder head. The screws supplied 
with the vehicle are made of polished stainless steel.  

ALUMINIUM HEAD BUSHINGS SET

2S000348

2S000602

COMFORT GEL SADDLE 

This saddle has a gel inserted on the seating area that 
ensures higher comfort and reduction in vibration. 
The “COMFORT Gel” logo is punched on the cover.

Form and function, these stainless steel and billet 
aluminium head protectors give added protection in 
the event of a fall and perfectly highlight the mighty 
V-twin engine.

BLACK CYLINDER HEAD CRASH 
PROTECTORS

2S000799

Elegant painted cylinder heads covers, with special 
processes performed in milling, they represent a spe-
cial element of customization to the vehicle.

CYLINDERS COVERS - GREY

2S000364

developped in a precious dark design, to deflect the 
heat and increase comfort, these black stainless steel 
shields are the most stylish way.

CYLINDER HEAD HEAT 
DEFLECTORS

Audace is the ultimate muscle bike, but carbon fibre 
accessories like this tank top cover take it to another 
level.

CARBON FIBRE TANK TOP PANEL

Show the world your great attention to detail with 
these carbon fibre injector covers.

CARBON INJECTOR COVERS

2S000366

2S000361 2S000360

2S000800

BLACK ENGINE GUARD

Designed by the Moto Guzzi Style Dept. it offers a 
protection for the engine or for the rider’s legs. The 
specific soft curve shape adds style to functionality.
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In billet aluminium, black anodized, are able to 
completely transform the look of MGX-21 and bring 
the riding experience to a next level in comfort and 
pleasure. Need installation kit and levers 606467M

RIDER FOOTBOARDS

2S000801

2S000399

CRANKCASE ENGINE HOLES 
COVER - BLACK

Made of polished laser-cut and black anodized alumi-
nium, they cover the machining holes of the engine 
crankcase. The laser-engraved “1400” text denotes 
the cylinder capacity of the vehicle.

Made in billet aluminium, with polished finishing, it 
customise the look of the vehicle. It wrap completely 
the brake oil tank without compromise the function. 
Easy to mount.

REAR BRAKE RESERVOIR COVER

B064288

This black anodised billet aluminium cover comple-
ments the footboard gear lever and completes the 
Dark Rider style.

GEAR SHIFT LEVER 
DECORATIVE TRIM

2S000804
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MGMP is the new device that allows you to connect 
your smartphone to the motorcycle, turning it to a 
real multimedia platform.

MOTO GUZZI MULTIMEDIA
PLATFORM

606522M 2S000315

USB SOCKET KIT

USB socket with bracket for installation under the 
saddle, to recharge the electronic media, does not 
allow dialogue with the electronic devices of the 
vehicle.

ALUMINIUM RIDER FOOTREST

Fine covers from billet aluminium, they are mounted 
in replacement of the standard rubbers. The milling 
draws a specific design to guarantee the maximum 
grip in all driving conditions.

Fine covers from billet aluminium, they are mounted 
in replacement of the standard rubbers. The milling 
draws a specific design to guarantee the maximum 
grip in all driving conditions.

ALUMINIUM PASSENGER FOOTREST

2S000797 Black 
2S000347 Aluminium

2S000346 Aluminium
2S000796 Black 

The small things count the most and this black 
anodised billet aluminium brake pedal is the perfect 
complement for the Dark Rider style.

BLACK ANODIZED ALUMINIUM 
BRAKE PEDAL

2S0008032S000802

REAR BRAKE LEVER TRIM

This black anodised billet aluminium cover comple-
ments the footboard rear brake lever and completes 
the Dark Rider style.

These quick release side bags are made of made of pre-
mium Italian leather, are equipped with a quick release 
and safe locking system, useful on everything from daily 
trips to long trips. Comes with carrying strap. Installa-
tion requires mounting support 2S000568.

In precious fabric and leather finishing, these bags can 
be easily and quickly applied on the vehicle thanks to 
Fast Click release system. Needs mounting support 
2S000568.

PREMIUM LEATHER SIDE BAGSCANVAS SIDE BAGS

2S000522
2S000568 Mounting support

2S000907
2S000568 Mounting support
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ELECTRONIC ALARM

State of the art self-powered remote control com-
pact alarm system. Its specifications include: engine 
block, built in motion sensor, high protection degree.

Tailor-made motorcycle cover for inside to protect 
against dust, intended for use during long periods of 
storing the bike in a garage. It is made of stretch fabric 
with special graphics.

“EAGLE” AUDACE BIKE COVER

606166M2D000027



TIMELESS 
CLASSIC
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Small sized solid fastening kit, equipped with speci-
fic brackets for mounting the windshield. Requires 
606255M small metallic parts.

Medium sized windshield with shockproof and scratch 
resistant Lexan sheet, maintaining the transparency 
and gloss characteristics unaltered over time. Appro-
ved according to the DOT standards. Can be easily 
mounted due to the standard brackets, to be purcha-
sed separately. H44 X L52 cm.

WINDSHIELD LOWER BRACKETS
MEDIUM WINDSCREEN
STANDARD BRACKETS

2S0005422S000546

Medium sized windshield with shockproof and scra-
tch resistant Lexan sheet. Approved according to the 
DOT standards. It is easy to mount due to its lowered 
brackets, to be purchased separately. H44xL52 cm.

Specially reduced windshield with shockproof and scratch 
resistant Lexan sheet, maintaining the transparency and 
gloss characteristics unaltered over time. Approved accor-
ding to the DOT standards. It is easy to mount due to its 
lowered brackets, to be purchased separately. H34 x L41 cm.

MEDIUM WINDSHIELD
LOWER BRACKETS

SPORT WINDSHIELD
LOWER BRACKETS

2S000544 2S000548
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Give to your Moto Guzzi even more presence with 
these street-legal, aluminium-bodied, LED riding 
lights. The low energy consumption and the small 
body are highlighting the premium tecnology of this 
accessory.

Spoilers to be applied under the windshield to increa-
se rider’s protection and driving comfort.

LED RIDING LIGHTS KITWINDSHIELD AIR FLAPS 

The billet aluminium cover is applied to the horns 
giving the motorcycle a sportive look.

Large sized windshield made in shockproof and 
scratch resistant Lexan sheet, maintaining the tran-
sparency and gloss characteristics unaltered over 
time. Approved according to the DOT standards. Can 
be easily mounted due to the standard brackets, to 
be purchased separately. H70 x L59 cm.

ALUMINIUM HORNS COVERWIDE WINDSCREEN
STANDARD BRACKETS

Made in polished laser-cutted aluminium, completed 
with protective grid, it is applied to the radiator giving 
a classic and stylish look.

Standard size solid fastening kit, equipped with 
specific brackets for windshield mounting. Requires 
606255M small metallic parts.

OIL RADIATOR FRAME SET
 
WINDSCREEN BRACKETS

605854M

2S000547 605853M

B064235 B064251

2S000349 - Up to MY16   2S000466 - Up to MY16

FOG LIGHTSWINDSHIELD-STANDARD BRACKETS

The additional headlamps offer better visibility during 
night driving, completing perfectly the look of the 
vehicle thanks to their chromed finishing. The two he-
adlamps are mounted under the turn indicators with 
clamps specifically designed to avoid compromising 
the driving of the vehicle.

Windshield made in shockproof and scratch resistant 
Lexan sheet, a precious material that ensures maxi-
mum durability, maintaining its transparency and gloss 
characteristics unaltered over time. Lexan is approved 
according to the strict American DOT regulations. H57 
x L58 cm.

2S000741
2S000355 Mounting kit
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The “Classic” handlebar ends, made from billet 
aluminium, match the standard grips, achieving a 
perfect stylistic and aesthetic finishing.

GRIPS ENDPIPES “CLASSIC”

2S000341

2S000335 - MY16 (no ride by wire) 

ALUMINIUM HANDGRIP KIT “JOURNEY” 

Made from billet aluminium, they embellish the 
handlebar of the motorcycle, giving a personal and 
elegant look. Compatible with “round” ends. 

The “Round” handlebar ends, made from billet alu-
minium, match the “Journey” handlebars, achieving a 
perfect stylistic and aesthetic finishing.

ALUMINIUM GRIPS ENDPIPES 
“ROUND”

2S000337

The “Corsa” handlebar ends, made from billet alumi-
nium, match the journey grips, achieving a perfect 
stylistic and aesthetic finishing.

ALUMINIUM GRIPS ENDPIPES 
“CORSA”

2S000339

Bracket made of glossy stainless steel with arrange-
ment for mounting the satellite navigator.

GPS BRACKET

For those who love travelling in all seasons, easily 
mountable due to the arrangement on all California 
not equiped with Ride-by-wire trottle. They contribu-
te to the driving comfort, preventing hand stiffening 
because of the cold.

HEATED HANDGRIPS

2S000333

B064243 B064270 - MY16 (no ride by wire) 

ALUMINIUM MIRRORS KIT “JOURNEY”

Made from billet aluminium they contribute with their sim-
ple, but trendy design to add elegance to the motorcycle.  
The mirror cover contains the maximum state of the tech-
nology expressed in some special works performed on the 
three axes. They are approved for all countries.

To hear the roam of a real custom motorcycle: these 
slip on exhausts are approved and have a style 
similar to standard exhausts but with a dedicated 
finishing and specific ends caps.

HOMOLOGATED MUFFLERS SET

2S000658 - MY16 
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Made of billet aluminium, easy to mount, they are 
solidly fastened to the screws that fix the fork stems 
with a small steel peg.

The side tank covers, made of steel with chromed 
finish, customize the style of the motorcycle, making 
it a “custom-built” vehicle.

ALUMINIUM FORK TOP CAPS COVER CHROMED TANK COVERS

2S000402 B064244

606438M B064252

ALUMINIUM CLUTCH 
LEVER “JOURNEY”

FORK SLEEVE COVERS

Made from billet aluminium, due to its consistency 
and adjustments, it increases the driving comfort 
embellishing the look of the motorcycle.

The fork sleeve covers with chrome finishing match 
the other aluminium elements, already mounted on 
the vehicle, to enhance the side areas.

Made from billet aluminium, due to its consistency 
and adjustments, it increases the driving comfort 
embellishing the look of the motorcycle.

Made of stainless steel, laser-cut and engraved, 
manually polished, its mounting on the mudguard is 
guaranteed by two special stainless steel columns. 
Finishes the classical look of the motorcycle.

ALUMINIUM FRONT BRAKE 
LEVER “JOURNEY”

FRONT FENDER PEAK

606439M 2S000353

Special covers for brake and clutch pumps made 
from billet aluminium with glossy scratch resistant 
finishing.

Made in laser-cut and high-gloss polished stainless 
steel, thanks to their particular accurate machining, 
they can be easily mounted on the front wheel discs 
with fastening bushings made from billet aluminium. 
They provide the vehicle with a cruiser look.

BRAKE AND CLUTCH 
RESERVOIR COVER

FRONT BRAKE COVER

B064259 2S000467
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Elegant painted cylinder heads covers, with special 
processes performed in milling, they represent a special 
element of customization to the vehicle.

Elegant painted cylinder heads covers, with special 
processes performed in milling, they represent a spe-
cial element of customization to the vehicle.

CYLINDERS COVERS - REDCYLINDERS COVERS - GREY

2S0006002S000364

Set of four aesthetic spacers made from billet alumi-
nium, to be mounted in place of the screws supplied 
with the kit that hold the cover of the cylinder head. 
The screws supplied with the vehicle are made of 
polished stainless steel.  

ALUMINIUM HEAD BUSHINGS SET

2S000348 B064247

CYLINDER COVERS PROTECTION

Special cylinder side shields made from billet alumi-
nium, finished with high-gloss polishing. They per-
fectly match with style and design of the motorcycle. 
Provided with high-gloss polished stainless steel 
brackets.
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Designed by the Moto Guzzi Style Centre, this bum-
per in chromed tube follows the lines of the motor-
cycle. It offers specific protection to the engine and 
driver’s legs.

ENGINE FRONT BUMPER

Cover made of billet aluminium, together with the 
brake pedal cover embellishes the rear brake control. 

ALUMINIUM REAR BRAKE LEVER
“JOURNEY”

Pedal cover made of billet aluminium, developped to 
guarantee the maximum grip. Together with the rear 
brake lever cover, embellishes significantly the look 
of the rear brake control.

ALUMINIUM FOOTSWITCH 
BRAKE “JOURNEY” 

2S000032

2S000350 2S000351

B063588

THERMAL PROTECTION SET

wach heat shield is made from high-gloss polished 
stainless steel, with abs inserts improving design and 
reducing the contact of the knees with the engine. 
They protect from the heat generated by the cylin-
der, for a more secure and comfortable driving.

Made from billet aluminium, with a polished finish, it 
customizes the look of the vehicle. Covers completely 
the body of the brake oil tank, without altering the fun-
ctions. Easy to mount.

The cover made of billet aluminium embellishes the 
gear shift lever.

REAR BRAKE RESERVOIR COVERALUMINIUM GEAR LEVER 
“JOURNEY”

B0642882S000352

Made of polished laser-cut aluminium, they cover the 
machining holes on the engine crankcase. The laser 
made “1400” mark, gives a clear message regarding 
the size of the engine, underlining the exclusivity of 
the vehicle.

CRANKCASE ENGINE HOLES COVER

2S000403 B064272

SWINGARM WASHERS

Special washers made of billet aluminium to persona-
lize the style of your California.
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This saddle has a gel inserted on the seating area 
that ensures comfort and reduction in vibration. The 
“COMFORT Gel“ logo is punched on the cover.

Leather tank cover, perfectly matching with tank 
profile and allows to mount the dedicated tank bag.

This saddle has a gel inserted on the seating area 
that ensures comfort and reduction in vibration. The 
“COMFORT Gel“ logo is punched on the cover.

Set of two Classic-cut black leather bags, 23 litres 
each, mounted on specific subframes equipped with a 
lock to prevent remouval. They contain an adjustable 
shoulder strap for transport. Side brackets are needed 
for mounting (cod. 2S000538).

COMFORT GEL PILOT SADDLE LEATHER TANK COVER COMFORT GEL PASSENGER SADDLE BLACK LEATHER SIDE BAGS KIT

2S000603 2S0005242S000605 2S000526

Reclining rider footpegs made of high-gloss polished 
billet aluminium, they maintain the same driving 
ergonomics like the standard ones, but offer a 
light-weight and customized design in line with the 
style of the motorcycle.

Elegant and functional handlebar bag made of Cor-
dura and natural leather with Moto Guzzi logo, useful 
to hold small items. Its functionality is guaranteed 
by the easy installation and removal from the vehicle 
handlebar.

Made of high-gloss polished billet aluminium. Maintain the 
same design of the rider footpegs. Horizontally adjustable  
in 4 positions thanks to a spring mechanism that makes 
the ideal positioning very easy.

Extensible leather bag equipped with practical pockets 
and transport handle, fixed to the tank cover with quick 
release and micrometric closing. Includes rain cover.

PILOT FOOTBOARDS HANDLEBAR BAGPASSENGER FOOTBOARDS LEATHER TANK BAG

B064249 2S000034B064248 2S000525
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State of the art self-powered remote control compact 
alarm system. Its specifications include: engine block, 
built in motion sensor, high protection degree.

MGMP is the new device that allows you to connect 
your smartphone to the motorcycle, turning it to a real 
multimedia platform.

ELECTRONIC ALARM MOTO GUZZI MULTIMEDIA
PLATFORM

2D000027 606522M

Kit di montaggio per le borse laterali in cuoio 
(cod. 2S000526).

Mounting kit for the side leather bags 
(cod. 2S000526).

Tailor-made motorcycle cover for inside to protect 
against dust, intended for inside use to protect 
against dust, intended to be used for long period of 
storing of the bike in a garage. It is made of stretch 
fabric with special graphics.

USB socket with bracket for installation under the 
saddle, to recharge the electronic media, does not 
allow dialogue with the electronic devices of the 
vehicle.

BAGS SUPPORT “EAGLE” ELDORADO BIKE COVERUSB SOCKET KIT

2S000538 606167M2S000315



EXPAND THE 
BOUNDARIES OF 
TRAVEL
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Medium sized windshield with shockproof and scra-
tch resistant Lexan sheet. Approved according to the 
DOT standards. It is easy to mount due to its lowered 
brackets, to be purchased separately. H44xL52 cm.

MEDIUM WINDSHIELD
LOWER BRACKETS

2S000544

Large sized windshield made in shockproof and 
scratch resistant Lexan sheet, maintaining the tran-
sparency and gloss characteristics unaltered over 
time. Approved according to the DOT standards. Can 
be easily mounted due to the standard brackets, to 
be purchased separately. H70 x L59 cm.

WIDE WINDSCREEN
STANDARD BRACKETS

2S000547

Medium sized windshield with shockproof and scratch 
resistant Lexan sheet, maintaining the transparency 
and gloss characteristics unaltered over time. Appro-
ved according to the DOT standards. Can be easily 
mounted due to the standard brackets, to be purcha-
sed separately. H44 X L52 cm.

MEDIUM WINDSCREEN
STANDARD BRACKETS

2S000546

Specially reduced windshield with shockproof and scratch 
resistant Lexan sheet, maintaining the transparency and 
gloss characteristics unaltered over time. Approved accor-
ding to the DOT standards. It is easy to mount due to its 
lowered brackets, to be purchased separately. H34 x L41 cm.

SPORT WINDSHIELD
LOWER BRACKETS

2S000548
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Attachments to be applied under the windshield to 
increase rider’s protection and driving comfort.

Speciali specchietti retrovisori omologati realizzati 
in alluminio ricavati dal pieno con finitura antigraffio 
lucida.

Special approved rear-view mirrors made of billet 
aluminium with glossy scratch resistant finishing.

WINDSHIELD AIR DEFLECTORS 

MIRRORS

Speciali coperchi delle pompe freno e frizione 
realizzati in alluminio ricavati dal pieno con finitura 
antigraffio lucida.

Special covers for brake and clutch pumps made 
from billet aluminium with glossy scratch resistant 
finishing.

BRAKE AND CLUTCH RESERVOIR 
COVER

Speciali manopole realizzate in alluminio ricavate 
dal pieno con inserti anti scivolo in gomma e finitura 
lucida.

Special billet aluminium handlebars with rubber non-
skid inserts and glossy finishing.

Speciali specchietti retrovisori omologati realizzati in 
alluminio ricavato dal pieno con finitura nera.

Special approved rear-view mirrors made of billet 
aluminium with black finishing.

ALUMINIUM HANDGRIPSBLACK MIRRORS

2S000031

B064235

B064245 B064257 - MY16B064259

606452M

CLUTCH LEVER

Special adjustable clutch lever made of billet alu-
minium, with custom design and glossy scratch 
resistant finishing.

Special adjustable brake lever made of billet alu-
minium, with custom design and glossy scratch 
resistant finishing.

BRAKE LEVER

606453M

Small sized solid fastening kit, equipped with speci-
fic brackets for mounting the windshield. Requires 
606255M small metallic parts.

WINDSHIELD LOWER BRACKETS

2S000542
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B064253

INJECTOR COVERS

The injector covers made of aluminium with brushed 
finishing replaces the standard one, providing the 
motorcycle with a richer, refined and consistent look 
with the aluminium parts already mounted.

Supporto realizzato in acciaio inox lucido con 
predisposizione per il montaggio del navigatore 
satellitare.

Bracket made of glossy stainless steel with arrange-
ment for mounting the satellite navigator.

GPS BRACKET

For those who love travelling in all seasons, easily 
mountable due to the arrangement on all California 
not equiped with Ride-by-wire trottle. They contribu-
te to the driving comfort, preventing hand stiffening 
because of the cold.

HEATED HANDGRIPS

B064243B064270 - MY16

Made in polished laser-cutted aluminium, completed 
with protective grid, it is applied to the radiator giving 
a classic and stylish look.

OIL RADIATOR FRAME SET

2S000349 - MY16 

B064252

FORK SLEEVE COVERS

The fork sleeve covers with chrome finishing match 
the other aluminium elements, already mounted on 
the vehicle, to enhance the side areas.

The billet aluminium cover is applied to the horns 
giving the motorcycle a sportive look.

ALUMINIUM HORNS COVER

2S000466 - MY16

The side tank covers, made of steel with chromed 
finish, customize the style of the motorcycle, making 
it a “custom-built” vehicle.

CHROMED TANK COVERS

B064244

To hear the roam of a real custom motorcycle: these 
slip on exhausts are approved and have a style 
similar to standard exhausts but with a dedicated 
finishing and specific ends caps.

HOMOLOGATED MUFFLERS SET

2S000658 - MY16 
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Made from billet aluminium, with a polished finish, it 
customizes the look of the vehicle. Covers completely 
the body of the brake oil tank, without altering the fun-
ctions. Easy to mount.

REAR BRAKE RESERVOIR COVER

B0642882S000032

THERMAL PROTECTION SET

Each heat shield is made from high-gloss polished 
stainless steel, with abs inserts improving design and 
reducing the contact of the knees with the engine. 
They protect from the heat generated by the cylin-
der, for a more secure and comfortable driving.

Set of four aesthetic spacers made from billet alumi-
nium, to be mounted in place of the screws supplied 
with the kit that hold the cover of the cylinder head. 
The screws supplied with the vehicle are made of 
polished stainless steel.  

ALUMINIUM HEAD BUSHINGS SET

2S000348 B064247

CYLINDER COVERS PROTECTION

Special cylinder side shields made from billet alumi-
nium, finished with high-gloss polishing. They per-
fectly match with style and design of the motorcycle. 
Provided with high-gloss polished stainless steel 
brackets.
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Reclining rider footpegs made of high-gloss polished 
billet aluminium, they maintain the same driving 
ergonomics like the standard ones, but offer a 
light-weight and customized design in line with the 
style of the motorcycle.

PILOT FOOTBOARDS

B064249 B064248

PASSENGER FOOTRESTS

Made of high-gloss polished billet aluminium. 
Maintain the same design of the rider footpegs. 
Horizontally adjustable in four positions by means 
of the spring mechanism that facilitates their ideal 
positioning.

Comfort for the driver and passenger thanks to the gel 
inserts in the saddle. Bi-coloured material in line with 
the top equipment of the motorcycle. “Comfort gel” 
text engraved in relief. Same height as the standard 
series.

TOURING COMFORT SADDLE

B064236

For those looking for a luxurious finishing matching 
the refined style offered by the motorcycle, a saddle 
covered with true leather by skilled artisans. 

TOURING LEATHER SADDLE

B064237
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Made of Cordura with leather inserts, allows moun-
ting the dedicated tank bag.

TANK COVER

Extensible Cordura bag with leather inserts, equip-
ped with practical pockets and transport handle, 
applied to the tank cover by quick release clamps 
and micrometric closing. Includes rain cover.

TANKBAG

2S000038 2S000039

B064272

SWINGARM WASHERS

Special washers made of billet aluminium to persona-
lize the style of your California.

Elegant and functional handlebar bag made of Cor-
dura and natural leather with Moto Guzzi logo, useful 
to hold small items. Its functionality is guaranteed 
by the easy installation and removal from the vehicle 
handlebar.

HANDLEBAR BAG

2S000034
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Designed with the same shape of the cases contai-
ning them, they can be easily removed and carried. 
Set made of high-performance materials and inno-
vative techniques guaranteeing water tightness and 
resistance.

Designed by the Moto Guzzi Style Centre, coated with 
natural leather by skilled artisans. Manually crafted, 
they match the original line of the motorcycle, offering 
a refined personalized aspect, using prestigious Italian 
leathers.

INNER BAGS FOR SIDE CASES LEATHER SIDE CASES

B064250 B064239

50 litres box with quick release system, can hold 2 
full face helmets. Upper cover painted in the same 
colour as the vehicle, equipped with backrest. Requi-
res luggage carrier B063992. 

Designed in chrome tube by Centro Stile Moto Guzzi, 
it expands the load capacity of the motorcycle, 
allowing to mount dedicated accessory cases thanks 
to the special fixing arrangements.

50 LT TOP BOXREAR RACK

CM228501 Nero/Black
CM228502 Bianco/White

B063992

65 litre fibreglass top box, painted in the vehicle color, with 
chrome locks. Velvet inner lining with inner mirror, object 
holder net and piston that render it functional and agree-
able. Requires rear rack B063992.

65 LT TOP CASE

CM262801 Nero/Black - MY17
CM262805 Rosso/Red - MY17
CM262802 Bianco/White
CM262803 Marrone/Brown
CM262804 Grigio/Grey

State of the art self-powered remote control compact 
alarm system. Its specifications include: engine block, 
built in motion sensor, high protection degree.

MGMP is the new device that allows you to connect 
your smartphone to the motorcycle, turning it to a 
real multimedia platform.

ELECTRONIC ALARM
MOTO GUZZI MULTIMEDIA
PLATFORM

2D000027 606522M

USB socket with bracket for installation under the 
saddle, to recharge the electronic media, does not 
allow dialogue with the electronic devices of the 
vehicle.

USB SOCKET KIT

2S000315
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Tailor-made motorcycle cover for inside to protect 
against dust, intended for use during long periods of 
storing the bike in a garage. It is made from an elasti-
cised bi-coloured fabric with dedicated graphics. 

TOURING BIKE COVER 
WITH TOP BOX

B064242

Tailor-made motorcycle cover for inside to protect 
against dust, intended for use during long periods of 
storing the bike in a garage. It is made from an elasti-
cised bi-coloured fabric with dedicated graphics. 

TOURING BIKE COVER

B064241



HELMETS
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The great motorcycling tradition, the attention to detail and use of high quality 
materials are present in the new range of Moto Guzzi helmets. They have been 
designed to ensure the highest level of protection and design in order to provide 
objects with a strong personality. It have been set great attention to the use of 
graphics with strong emotional content, they emphasize the history and heritage 
of Moto Guzzi (carbon finishes, the typical of the ‘30s racing graphics).
US customers are advised to ask the local dealer for DOT helmets part numbers.

HELMETS

INTEGRATED BLUETOOTH

MODULAR BT
HELMETS

Thermoplastic resin shell with uv resistant coating and integrated 
bluetooth system. The flip up chin guard can be easily controlled 
also wearing gloves.  Approved scratch resistant visor, internal 
sun visor, hypoallergenic,removable and washable lining are 
completeng the touring set of features. Micrometric retention 
system. ECE 22-05 homologation.

BLACK

XS 606718M01B

S 606718M02B

M 606718M03B

L 606718M04B

XL 606718M05B



281280

ADVENTURE
HELMETS

The single thermoplastic shell for 5 sizes is very 
light and aerodynamic; offroad peak, full clear visor 
and retractable sunviser allow a full and save vision. 
Customized lining with, emergency release system is 
made in hypoallergenic and washable fabric. Double D 
closure system. 2 colors: in special edition. 
ECE 22-05 homologation.

BLACK

XS 607052M01BK

S 607052M02BK

M 607052M03BK

L 607052M04BK

XL 607052M05BK
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CHESS
HELMETS

Jet helmet with ABS shell.
Colours: yellow, blue and brushed grey to complement 
the V9 Bobber paint schemes. Premium soft leather 
trim and lining with tricolor flag detail on lower left 
edge. Hypoallergenic lining.
Made in Italy. ECE 22.05 approved.
Visors: 606414M e 606415M.

GRIGIO/GREY

XS 606412M01G

S 606412M02G

M 606412M03G

L 606412M04G

XL 606412M05G

GIALLO OPACO

XS 606412M01YO

S 606412M02YO

M 606412M03YO

L 606412M04YO

XL 606412M05YO

METALFLANK
HELMETS

Thermoplastic injected Jet shell. the Custom style is guarantee 
thanks to Chromed finishing on the edge of the shell and the 
Black painting with  glitter finishing. 5 snaps allow the use of 
the “bubble” visor Micrometric retemption system; Premium 
lining with leather finishing and remouvable washable cheek 
pads are making this model an exclusive place inside the Moto 
Guzzi helmet range. ECE 22.05 homologation. 

BLACK

XS 606723M01GB

S 606723M02GB

M 606723M03GB

L 606723M04GB

XL 606723M05GB
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606948M

BLUETOOTH
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

•  2 earphones. Stereo.

•  Possibility to listen to music and follow GPS 
instructions.

•  Driver-to-passenger intercom with connection to other 
devices.

•  Integrated microphone with micro USB port.

•  Prepared for Bluetooth connection to enabled phones.

•  Double-link function: in addition to the mobile phone, 
another speaking device can be connected via 
Bluetooth.

•  All electronic components are integrated within the 
headset.

•  Unique intuitive button located on the microphone.

•  Red / blue LED light indicating the status of the device 
placed on the microphone.

•  Call answering function using voice command.

•  Simple to install.

•  4 micro covers in color and branded with Piaggio 
Group different brands

FCC HOMOLOGATION APPROVED

HELMETS SPARE PARTS

MRV FULL FACE HELMET

606968M
CLEAR VISOR

606969M SMOKE VISOR

606970M01 XS

STANDARD CENTRAL PAD

606970M02 S

606970M03 M

606970M04 L

606970M05 XL

606971M01 XS

RED/BLACK CENTRAL PAD

606971M02 S

606971M03 M

606971M04 L

606971M05 XL

607061M01 XS

RED CHEECK PADS

607061M02 S

607061M03 M

607061M04 L

607061M05 XL

607062M01 XS

STANDARD CHEECK PADS

607062M02 S

607062M03 M

607062M04 L

607062M05 XL

 BT MODULAR HELMET

606936M
VISOR MECHANISM

606937M
CLEAR VISOR

606938M
SUN VISOR

MOTO GUZZI CARBON / BLACK

606965M01 XS

RED CHEEK PADS

606965M02 S

606965M03 M

606965M04 L

606965M05 XL

606966M01 XS

BLACK CHEEK PADS

606966M02 S

606966M03 M

606966M04 L

606966M05 XL

606967M
SUN VISOR 

MOTO GUZZI V85

607053M01 XS

RED CENTRAL PAD

607053M02 S

607053M03 M

607053M04 L

607053M05 XL

607054M01 XS

RED CHEECK PADS

607054M02 S

607054M03 M

607054M04 L

607054M05 XL

607055M MATT BLACK PEAK

607056M WHITE PEAK

606926M CLAER VISOR

606927M VISOR MECHANISM

606928M PEAK KIT SCREW

606929M SMOKE VISOR

606930M SUN VISOR

MOTO GUZZI DJET CARBON

606703M SUN VISOR

606611M CLEAR VISOR

695929MB BLACK SCREW KIT (2PZ)

MOTO GUZZI SPORT JET HELMET

606963M SUN VISOR

MOTO GUZZI CHESS HELMET / ENGINE

606414M CLEAR VISOR

606415M SMOKE VISOR

MOTO GUZZI METALFLANK

606460M BUBBLE CLEAR VISOR

606933M01 XS

PRIMO CHEEK PADS BROWN XS

606933M02 S

606933M03 M

606933M04 L

606933M05 XL

MOTO GUZZI THE CLAN 2.0

606460M BUBBLE CLEAR VISOR
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To be purchased separately.

Long profile jacket with 4 external pockets (in addition 
to the internal ones on each layer) in Adventure Touring 
style, personalized with Moto Guzzi logo patch & 
details. High resistant technical outshell fabric, able to 
guarantee a maximum comfort fit. The air intakes on the 
chest, back (opening panels) and sleeves (adjustable), in 
combination with the thermal lining and the removable 
waterproof-breathable membrane allow you to face any 
weather situation with your bike.
The possibilities for adjusting the volumes on the sides, 
arms and neck, the CE 1621-1 protections on shoulders 
and elbows (standard) and the compartments for the 
CE back protector (level 1 or 2), & chest protection or 
for the Air Bag system, make this garment the most 
comfortable wearable safety device within the Moto 
Guzzi accessories range.
Certified according to the new standards (EN17092)

TEXTILE JACKET

BLACK

S 606995M01JK

M 606995M02JK

L 606995M03JK

XL 606995M04JK

2XL 606995M05JK

3XL 606995M06JK

4XL 606995M07JK

MAN

BACK PROTECTOR 
INSERT

606788M
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Pantalone tecnico in stile Adventure Touring, 
personalizzata con loghi e dettagli Moto Guzzi. 
Tessuto esterno tecnico ad alta tenacità ma capace di 
garantire un fit di massimo comfort. Le prese d’aria con 
pannellature apribili sulla parte esterna, in abbinamento 
alla membrana impermeabile-traspirante rimovibile, 
permettono di affrontare con la tua moto qualsiasi 
situazione climatica. le protezioni CE 1621-1 sulle 
ginocchia e sui fianchi, completano la dotazione tecnica.
Le ampie possibilità di regolazione sui fianchi e sui 
polpacci, e la possibilità di combinarsi alla giacca 
Adventure Moto Guzzi, rendono questo pantalone ideale 
in caso di turismo a medi-lungo raggio.
Capo certificato secondo le nuove norme (EN17092).

Adventure Touring technical pants, with Moto Guzzi 
logos and details. High resistant technical outer fabric, 
able to guarantee a maximum comfort fit. The air 
intakes with openings on the sides, combined with the 
removable waterproof-breathable membrane, allow you 
to face any weather situation with your bike. CE 1621-1 
protections on knees and hips complete the technical 
equipment.
The wide range of adjustment possibilities on the sides 
and calves, and the possibility to connect with the Moto 
Guzzi Adventure jacket, make this pant perfect for 
medium-long distance touring.
Certified according to the new standards (EN17092).

TEXTILE PANTS MAN

BLACK

S 606996M01PN

M 606996M02PN

L 606996M03PN

XL 606996M04PN

2XL 606996M05PN

3XL 606996M06PN

4XL 606996M07PN
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MAN

Realizzato con tessuto Denim misto cotone e polie-
stere, resistente all’abrasione ed inserti elasticizzati 
Flex Tenax per il massimo comfort. Protezioni spalle 
e gomiti certificate EN 1621-1:2012 incluse; alloggio 
per paraschiena (venduto separatamente). Predispo-
sizione per interno ternico ed impermeabile (opzio-
nali). Possibilità di collegare la giacca al pantalone. 
Vestibilità SLIM. Patch e dettagli Moto Guzzi rossi, a 
contrasto; Grafica bicilindrico serigrafata sulla parte 
interna della schiena. Abbina al look originale Moto 
Guzzi la protezione dei migliori capi tecnici.
Capo certificato secondo le nuove norme (EN17092).

Made in abrasion resistant cotton and polyester 
Denim blend fabric and Flex Tenax stretch inserts for 
maximum comfort. EN 1621-1: 2012 certified elbows 
& shoulders protectors included. Specific pocket for 
Back protector (sold separately). Waterproof lining 
and thermal lining available apart; clip to connect the 
jacket to the pants. SLIM fit. Red Moto Guzzi patches 
and details in contrast; Moto Guzzi V twin graphic on 
the inside of the back. Combine the original Moto Guzzi 
look with the protection of the best technical garments 
and the fit of everyday jeans.
Certified according to the new standards (EN17092).

TEXTILE JACKET

S 606991M01MGJ

M 606991M02MGJ

L 606991M03MGJ

XL 606991M04MGJ

2XL 606991M05MGJ

3XL 606991M06MGJ

To be purchased separately.

BACK PROTECTOR 
INSERT

606788M
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MAN

Made in abrasion resistant Cordura® / Cotton blend and 
stretch inserts for maximum comfort. Certified knee 
protectors included. hip protectors optional. SLIM fit. Red 
Moto Guzzi patches and details in contrast. Combine the 
original Moto Guzzi look with the protection of the best 
technical garments and the fit of everyday jeans.
Certified according to the new standards (EN17092).

TEXTILE PANTS

32 606989M04JMG

34 606989M06JMG

36 606989M07JMG

38 606989M08JMG

40 606989M09JMG
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For tourism and trips on two wheels under most critical weather 
conditions, these warm & waterproof gloves, in technical fabric, 
guarantee a high level of safety. Entirely certified EN 13594: 2015 
liv.1, offer touchscreen functionality.

Designed specifically for city commuting and short-range 
motorbike tourism. Made in goat & sheep leather with hard knuckle 
protectors under the leather and Primaloft® padding. Amazing 
comfort in all weather conditions thanks to the H2Out waterproof 
and breathable membrane. EN 13594: 2015 liv.1  certification.

Stretch textile gloves very good for warm climates: their Clarino 
microfiber and vented inserts provide great comfort of use and 
air transpiration. Knuckles protectors under textile allow a full safe 
ride. Moto Guzzi logo injected on index & wrist closure.

LONG WINTER
GLOVES

LEATHER WINTER
 GLOVES

SUMMER
 GLOVES

S 606886M01GW

M 606886M02GW

L 606886M013GW

S 606885M01LG

M 606885M02LG

L 606885M03LG

S 606761M01MGG

M 606761M02MGG

L 606761M03MGG

XL 606886M04GW

2XL 606886M05GW

3XL 606886M06GW

XL 606885M04LG

2XL 606885M05LG

3XL 606885M06LG

XL 606761M04MGG

2XL 606761M05MGG

3XL 606761M06MGG





The unmistakable style of the Moto Guzzi vehicles has marked the history of 
motorcycling: the engine architecture, the innovation in the chassis and the originality 
of finishing solutions have made the motorcycles made in  Mandello del Lario factory 
unique and fascinating. In the same way, the Moto Guzzi clothing, with its Classic but 
modern design, and with the details that recall the “heritage” effect, guarantees to 
every brand enthusiast the same originality and uniqueness in everiday look.

LIFE STYLE
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HISTORICAL SWEATER

This sweater is a reproduction of the authentic Moto 
Guzzi team apparel of the early 20s. The casual but 
classic look in grey make it easy to match. A mix of 
merino wool and acrylic let you keep warm, while a 
patch logo on the chest part and a buttons line only 
on the left shoulder enrich the design with a pleasant 
textures contrast and a peculiar asymmetrical effect. 
Material: 50% merino wool 50% acrylic

GREY

S 606745M01G

M 606745M02G

L 606745M03G

XL 606745M04G

2XL 606745M05G

3XL 606745M06G
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FELPA V85 TT
 MAN

Made of soft three-row sweatshirt 100% cotton 310 grams/sqm, 
this fleece is realized with many details that recall the 
Moto Guzzi style and V85TT in particular, such as the zippers 
and lugs in red Moto Guzzi and the stitching on the cuff 
inspired by the V85TT red rear frame.

BLACK

S 607098M01BL

M 607098M02BL

L 607098M03BL

XL 607098M04BL

2XL 607098M05BL

3XL 607098M06BL
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TECH FLEECE CLASSIC

HOODY GARAGE

Laminated jersey cotton & Polyester fabric with red 
internal lyning. Embroided Moto Guzzi logo on chest.
Moto Guzzi Graphic water print on the back.
Zip pockets with snap bottom flap.

Man 100% cotton hoody.
Zigzag stitching detail in Guzzi red on cuffs and hood
Not brushed inner lining for a 4 seasons use.

BLACK

GREY

S 606483M01B

M 606483M02B

L 606483M03B

XL 606483M04B

2XL 606483M05B

3XL 606483M06B

S 606479M01G

M 606479M02G

L 606479M03G

XL 606479M04G

2XL 606479M05G

3XL 606479M06G

MAN

MAN



321320 APPAREL

POLO CLASSIC
 MAN

T-SHIRT CLASSIC
 MAN

Man combed cotton jersey 30/1 t-shirt.
Water print Graphics.
Italian flag label inside the garment.
Moto Guzzi logo print on the back.

BLACK

BLACK

S 606486M01B

M 606486M02B

L 606486M03B

XL 606486M04B

2XL 606486M05B

3XL 606486M06B

S 606482M01B

M 606482M02B

L 606482M03B

XL 606482M04B

2XL 606482M05B

3XL 606482M06B

POLO in Piquet cotton.
MOTO GUZZI embroided TONEonTONE Logo on chest.
Engine Patch on the sleeve.
Flat knit rib on collar & sleeves, in MOTO GUZZI red 
color.
Tricolor label on the inside of collar edge.
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WHITE

S 606482M01W

M 606482M02W

L 606482M03W

XL 606482M04W

2XL 606482M05W

3XL 606482M06W

T-SHIRT CLASSIC
MAN

Man combed cotton jersey 30/1 t-shirt.
Italian flag label inside the garment.
Water print Graphics.

T-SHIRT TT
MAN

Made of soft 100% cotton single jersey 160 grm/sqm, 
this T-shirt is inspired by the design of the frame used 
for the V85TT seat support. Enriched with red details like 
the sweatband on the inside of the neck and the Moto 
Guzzi label, this T-shirt cannot be missing from the outfit 
of your next trip.

BLACK

S 607099M01BL

M 607099M02BL

L 607099M03BL

XL 607099M04BL

2XL 607099M05BL

3XL 607099M06BL
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T-SHIRT V7 LOGO
MAN

T-SHIRT V7 SHAPE
MAN

Neckline detail with white knitted line. Water print V7 
Graphics on the front. Moto Guzzi logo on the back. Con-
trasting colored anti-sweat band on the inside. Italian flag 
label inside the garment. Material: combed cotton jersey 
30/1. Pre-washed clothing piece with softner to stabilize its 
dimensions and avoid shrinking in the washing machine.

GREY

GREY

S 606743M01G

M 606743M02G

L 606743M03G

XL 606743M04G

2XL 606743M05G

3XL 606743M06G

S 606744M01

M 606744M02

L 606744M03

XL 606744M04

2XL 606744M05

3XL 606744M06

Neckline detail with white knitted line. Water print V7 
Graphics on the front. Moto Guzzi logo on the back. 
Contrasting colored anti-sweat band on the inside. 
Italian flag label inside the garment. Material: combed 
cotton jersey 30/1. Pre-washed clothing piece with soft-
ner to stabilize its dimensions and avoid shrinking in the 
washing machine.
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GREY

4/6 ANNI
AGE 4/6

606481M01G

6/8 ANNI
AGE 6/8

606481M02G

8/10 ANNI
AGE 8/10

606481M03G

GREY

BLACK

S 606478M01G

M 606478M02G

L 606478M03G

XL 606478M04G

2XL 606478M05G

3XL 606478M06G

S 606485M01B

M 606485M02B

L 606485M03B

XL 606485M04B

2XL 606485M05B

3XL 606485M06B

T-SHIRT GARAGE
 MAN

Man combed cotton jersey 30/1 t-shirt.
Embroidered patch applied directly using outline embroidery. 
Italian flag label inside the garment.
Guzzi Red stitching on the shoulders and back of the neck.
Water print Graphics, high density printing details in relief.

T-SHIRT CLASSIC
WOMAN

Woman combed cotton jersey 30/1 t-shirt.
Water print Graphics.
Italian flag label inside the garment.
Moto Guzzi logo print on the back.

T-SHIRT KID
GARAGE
 KID

Kids 100% cotton t-shirt.
Water print Graphics.

RED

S 606478M01R

M 606478M02R

L 606478M03R

XL 606478M04R

2XL 606478M05R

3XL 606478M06R

T-SHIRT GARAGE
MAN

Man combed cotton jersey 30/1 t-shirt.
Italian flag label inside the garment.
Water print Graphics.



329328 APPAREL

DRY BAG SHOULDER BELT BAG

BACKPACK

Waterproof fabric bag with sealed stitching and 
banding closure system with straps. Padded shoulder 
belts and easy to use hand straps on both long & wide 
side scan help bring with you what You need on long 
trips. Moto Guzzi logo printed on front side.

In washed Canvas & leather with small details in aged 
Nickel, this bag is the perfect luggage for small trips 
with your Moto Guzzi.

Single shoulder strap backpack in washed Canvas & leather 
with small details in aged Nickel, is the most versatile solu-
tion to carry on what you need with the unmistakable Moto 
Guzzi style.

606523M

606380M

606376M

DISC BRAKE LOCK

SRA antiteft disk brake lock, hardened steel body and 
pin lock. Reminder cable and bag with Moto Guzzi logo 
included in the kit. Moto Guzzi approved on V7 & V9.

606694M



331330 APPAREL

HAT GARAGE HAT TRACKER

HAT CLASSIC

Adjustable 9TWENTY® 100% washed cotton scarlet 
920. Moto Guzzi Logo embroidery on the centre of the 
front panels. New Era flag embroidery to the side. 

100% Cotton black trucker with worn effect seen on the 
front panels & visor, showing scarlet cotton. Moto Guzzi 
Logo embroidery on the centre of the front panels. 
New Era flag embroidery to the side.

6 panels hat with sandwich visor and white piping. 
Engine Logo embroidered on the left side and Moto 
Guzzi label on the left edge.

606484M

HAT KID

100% cotton twill hat, with all-thread patch & embroided 
Moto Guzzi logo, perfectly match elegance and top 
quality of fabric with the proud Moto Guzzi style.

606373M

HAT GREY

Adjustable 9FORTY 100% cotton grey chambrey 940. Moto 
Guzzi Logo embroidered to the centre of the front panels. 
New Era flag embroidery to the side.

607036M

607035M

607037M



333332 APPAREL

BELTMETAL MUG

WATER BOTTLE

Classic but modern design with genuine leather in black 
embellished with red coated edge and red stitches 
made by hand. On the black metal buckle, the Moto 
Guzzi logo is carved and laquered in red color. 100% 
made in Italy with typical italian craftmanship and 
tradition. Size adjustable by opening the screw and 
cutting the excess of leather. 
Material: 100% genuine leather 
Size: 33 - 3 inch

The unique Inox steel 18/8 mug with a carabiner handle 
grip, is an essential tool to bring with you during a trip 
on your Moto Guzzi.

The unique Inox steel 18/8 water bottle with a carabiner 
handle grip, is an essential tool to bring with you during a 
trip on your Moto Guzzi.

NERO/BLACK

606500M

NERO/BLACK

606501M

ALLUMINIO/ALUMINIUM

606371M

606665M

BRACELET

This bracelet, made of 100% genuine black leather with 
red coated edge and red stitch, let you make the Moto 
Guzzi style yours. Matt metal buckle with red eagle 
detail makes it easily adjustable.

606666M



335334 APPAREL

WALLET

KEY HOLDER KEY HOLDER

Genuine full grain leather wallet with Moto Guzzi 
embossed Logo, to show the inimitable Moto Guzzi 
style during everyday life.

Genuine full grain leather with studs finishing and 
embossed logo. Bring the Moto Guzzi sensations 
with You everyday.

Easy to clip, this key holder is made of stainless steel and 
covered with black leather with red stitches. An additional 
key chain with a Moto Guzzi logo tag, printed in silver 
color and red coated edge, make it even more precious.

606374M

606375M 606667M
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BLACK

XS 606050M012

S 606050M022

M 606050M032

L 606050M042

XL 606050M052

BLACK

S 606012M022

M 606012M032

L 606012M042

XL 606012M052

T-SHIRT THE CLAN
 WOMAN

THE CLAN HELMET BASEBALL CAP

100% cotton
Embroidered Moto Guzzi  Logo

BLACK

606010M

BLACK

XS 606949M01CL

S 606949M02CL

M 606949M03CL

L 606949M04CL

XL 606949M05CL



Le descrizioni dei prodotti e degli accessori presenti in questo catalogo 
(dimensioni, misure, specifiche) sono basate su informazioni disponibili 
al momento della pubblicazione. Moto Guzzi® si riserva il diritto di 
effettuare in qualsiasi momento modifiche alle descrizioni e alle 
specifiche o di cambiare o mettere in discontinuità qualsiasi oggetto 
presente in questo catalogo senza alcun obbligo di comunicazione e 
senza incorrere in alcuna obbligazione. Per maggiori informazioni sule 
caratteristiche e sulla disponibilità dei singoli accessori rivolgiti alla rete 
di vendita Moto Guzzi®. 
Moto Guzzi® è un marchio di titolarità esclusiva di Piaggio & C. S.p.A. 
L’uso del marchio Moto Guzzi® è consentito solo previa autorizzazione 
scritta di Piaggio & C. S.p.A.

All products and accessories description (measurement, dimensions, 
specifications) are based on available information at the time 
of publication. Moto Guzzi® may make changes at any time to 
specifications and description and may change or discontinue any of the 
items included in this catalogue, without notice and without incurring 
any obligations. For other information on technical characteristics and 
availability of single accessories please refer to Moto Guzzi® dealer 
network. 
Moto Guzzi® is a registered trademark owned by Piaggio & C. S.p.A. 
Any unauthorized use infringes the registration rights of the trademark or 
other applicable laws.
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